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Parliamentary Commission of Inquiry 

G.P.O. Box 5218 
Sydney, N.S.W. 2001 
Ph: (02) 232-4922 

With the compliments of 



The Hon Sir George Lush 
Presiding Member 

PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE 

Parliamentary Commission of Inquiry 
GPO Box 5218 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 

Dear Sir George, 

PARLIAMENT HOUSE 
CANBERRA 

Thank you for your letter advising me of the current activity 
being undertaken by the Commission in the expectation that 
legislation will be passed which will wind up the Commission. 

In response to your invitation for me to comment on steps the 
Commission might take in the event that the existing enabling 
legislation is not repealed, I understand that the Senate will 
further consider the Bill in the week commencing 15 September and 
I would prefer to await the outcome of that consideration before 
making any comment. 

Yours sincerely, 



Following our telepb.one aonwrsatlon tooay., I enclose draft 
lGtt.ers (identioal in content) to the Presiding Officers of ~ 
Parliament .. 

.Uso enclosed am letters to the Att.omey~ mid the 
Special Mint~ of State ~ copies of the 
first-mentioned letters, for infoxmatim. Necessary fumked 
envelope,s are also f~ .. 

I understand that YoU may telephone thn:m.gh ~ts to the 
main let±~ and shall have scmeone stana....J>y to mcei'V'e any 
such~s .. 

I have retained file copies here - perhaps you could let ~ 
know when you have signed the letters in final fom. 



flle Bon .. Michael J Young MP 
Special Jd.ni~ of State 
Parliament Bouse 
~ N:!t 2600 

Dear Minister 

I am enclosing for ,our infm:mation a copy of & letter t:bat I 
have today sent to the Prenatmt of the &mate am the Speaker 
of the House of B~tatiws .. 

Yours sincerely 

Sir George Lush 
~Member 

vi August 1986 .. 



'!be Bon .. Lionel Bowen, MP 
Attomey-General and 

Deputy Prime Minister 
Parliament Bouse 
~ l!Cf 2600 

I am enclosing for your information a copy of a letter t:hat I 
have today sent to the President of the senate and the~ 
of the House of ~esentatives .. 

Yours sincerely 

Sir Geol.1J6 Lush 
Presiiling ~ 

7)6 August 1986 .. 



Senator the Hon.. Douglas Mcelelhmd 
President of the Semite 
Parliament a~ 
~ 'ACr 2600 

Dear Mr President 

on 19 ~t 1986 the ~$ion adjourned hearings sine die, 
1igh.t. of infolll1atioo avai~ble as to the C,ov~t• s them 

intention to introduce legislation in the Parliament to ~~ up 
the Ccsmission. 

I \mderstari! tr.at legislation was so intr~ but has not yet 
been passed by the Parl~t.. l: am Wo~, hc:ir,tetrer, that 
while same of the provisi<ms of the relevant Blll haw not J:etm: 
agreed to by both aou~1 clause 3, t~J.ch would repeal the 
Parli~taey ~ssion of Inquiiy Act 1986, is not the 
subjeet of dissension ~n the ~s.. ·~ the extent that 
a~t on this clause, tbou9b it is not. yet law, is a clear 
indication of the wishes of t:he Parliement that the ~J.ssion 
ought oot ~ with its inquiry until further dir~ ~ 
the Parliament, it seems tc be inappropriate for the ~ssion 
to resume its investigations .. 

11be matters raised in the Camds$ioo' £; Sper.-ial Report to yo'il of 
5 August lt.86 remain Qf signifiamce in context and. I 
~ add tha.t Senior Counsel Assis~ the Camdssion is of 
the view that in the present clnmmstMees little would be 
gained fn:m. pu.nndng the costly exercise of continuing 
investigatory and relate:! work. ~, press reports of 
~te in tl,e Parliament htdicate that neither floUse dissented 
fran the course taken by the o:mnission in adjow:ning 
indefinitely t:be taking of m&mce. 

~ing-ly., I have ~ st:aff of the O:mnission to 
continue to -~ fw:t::her investigatoxy action and w confine 
furt.her activity to a&dnis~ative work designed to give 
prel:bdna!'.y effect to such .parts of the Bill as~ so far 
to be agreed by both Houses. In ess«we., this means work 
relating to winding down ·the Ccmnission., putting off COUl1sel 
and $taff and the like, as well as sorting relevant papers now 
held by the Q3mu.ssion into the two elas1JeS cont~ted by the 
Bill in its pmsei1t fonn. 



In the event that .$C!lle form of penalty clause is agreed by both 
Douses and the Bill receives Royal Assent substantially in its 
present form, the CQmlission will then be in a position quickly 
to give effect to its requirements. 

Horiever" should no repeal take place of the Cfflmission • s Act 
before approximately 27 Saptember 1986, it will be n~ 
under section 8 for the Coffllission to report on or before 
30 Septem:,er 1986., unless an extension of time ia given. Our 
report. to you of 5 August 1986 noted that t:he ~ssion was 
not. then in a position to report in any a:mcluded way .by 
30 ~.. JL'Vents since then have confi~ the 
~lity of ~ such a concluded report by that. date .. 
I ~ 9:lving sane oonside1."ation to what steps might. properly be 
taken by the O::mniss!on, including ttie possibility of a 
limi:ted, es.sentially formal report., snoul<1 the C'amnission 's Act 
not be repealed in good. time. 

I note also that it will be tteoe$SarY for some direction 
ultimately to be given, by legislation or otherwise, for the 
disposal of documents now held by the camd.ssion (other tl1an 
dooument:.s zelating only to administrative matters, whicll it is 
proposed will be ·~ duectly to the Depamnent of the 
Special Minister of .State) .. 

In the meantime, I invite any ~ts you may have on any 
steps that the camdssion might take in the event that its Act 
is not repea.led.. · 

I am sending a copy of this letter to the At~ and 
the Special Minister of State for their information. 

Yours sincerely 



The Hon. Joan Child MP 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Parliament Bouse 
~ ACJl: 2600 

Dear Madam Speaker 

On 19 August 1986 the Carmi.ssion adjourned hearings sine die, 
in light of infOJ:mation available as to the Government• s then 
intention to introduce legislation in the Parliament to wind up 
the Ccmnission. 

! understand that legislation was so introduced but has not yet 
been passed by the Parliament. I am infoxmed, however, that 
while same of the provisions of the relevant Bill have not beeil 
a~ to by both Houses, clause .3, which would repeal the 
Parl~tary Ccmnission of Ingu1ry Act 1986, is not the 
subject of dissens.ion between the Houses. To the extent that 
agreement on this cl.a.use, though it is not yet law, is a olear 
indication of the wishes of the Parliament that the Cam'tission 
ought not proceed with its inquiry until further directed by 
the Parliament, it seems to be inappropriate for the camrl.ssion 
to resume its investigations. 

The matters raised in the Comnission • s Special Report to you of 
5 August 1986 renein of significance in this con.text and I 
should add that Senior Counsel Assisting the Ccmnission is of 
the view that in the present circumstances little 'WOUld be 
gained .fran pursuing the costly exercise of continuing 
investigatory Md related work. Moreover, press reports of 
debate in the ParHa:ment indicate that neither House dissented. 
from the course taken by the Cmmission in adjouming 
indefinitely the taking of evidence .. 

Accordingly, I have directed staff of the carmission to 
continue to suspend further investigatory action and to confine 
further activity to administrative work designed t.o give 
preliminary effect to sudh parts of the Bill as appear so far 
to be agreed by both Houses. In essence, this means work 
relating to winding down the camrl..ssion, putting off counsel 
and staff and the like, as well as sorting relevant papers now 
held by the Conmission into the two cl.asses contetplated by the 
Bill in its present form .. 
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In the event that sane fom of penalty clause .is agreed by both 
Houses and the Bill receives Jloyal Assent sub$talltially in its 
present form, tl~ o:mnission will then be in a position quiddy 
to giw .effect to its ~ts. 

~, should no repeal take place of the CQlmission•s Act 
before apprmdmately 27 ~ 1986, it will be neoassaey 
under S$Ct.ion 8 for the C'amdssion to report on or before 
30 ~ 1986, unless an extension of time is given.. ow: 
report to you of § August 1986 noted that the C'aim!ssion was 
not tnen in a position to report in any concluded way by 
30 ~. Events since then have confhmed the 
~Uty of maldng such a conelude<l re;port by that date. 
I M't giving sane ~t:ion to What ateps l'llight properly be 
taken by the Camd.ssiozb including the possibility of a 
limited, essentially formal report, should the Carw.•ion's Act 
net be repea1ea in 9ood time .. 

l: note also that it will be ~ fat" ~ direction 
ultimately to be given, by legl$lation or ~, for the 
disposal of document& now held by the Caltuission (ot.ber than 
documents relating cnly to administrative matters, which it is 
proposed will be passed ~ectly to the ~t of t:he 
Special ~ster of State). 

In the ~.. I invite any camnents you may have on any 
steps that the cam.dssion might take in the event that its kt 
is not repealed. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to th~ Attomey-General mid 
the .Special Minister of state for their infOllllation .. 

Yours sincerely 



The Hon.. Li~iel Bowen, MP 
At:romey-General and 

l;eputy l?rime Minister 
Parliament Bouse 
~lmmRA 2600 

~) 
Sir~ I,,usb 
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Parliamentary Commission of Inquiry 

Presiding Member : The Hon. Sir George Lush 
Members : The Hon. Sir Richard Blackbum, OBE 

The Hon. Andrew Wells, QC 

Special BePf>rt of the Parli.imen.tary 

Carmi.ss.iPn of Inquiry 

G.P.0. Box 5218 
Sydney, N.S.W. 2001 
Telephone: 232-4922 

1. In our Special Report to you dated 5 August 1986 we 
rep:>rted that the Carmi.ssion had, on that day, adjourned 
further hearings until 19 August or such later date as might be 
fixed by notice to the Jooge's solicitors. 

2. At its sitting this ioorning the CClrmission published 
reasons for its ruling, given on 5 August 1986, on the meaning 
of "misbehaviour" for the purposes of section 72 of the 
Constitution. A oopy of the reasons has been provided to the 
Jooge's legal advisers. 

3. A oopy of the reascns is attadled to this report. 
'lhe Cmmissiooers understand that this report and the reasons 
will, if the Presiding Officers so wish, be tabled in the 
Parliament. '!he camd.ssiooers respectfully express the c.pllll.an 
that the reasons should be made public. 'Ibey may be thought to 
have sare inportanoe in the sttrly of the law of the 
Constitutioo, and they should be a:nsidered by the awrc.priate 
Carrnittee of the Constitutiooal camrl.ssion. 

19 August 1986 

~. ~ . p__ : 9 ::> -. . ••••••••••••••••••• Presiding M3:nl:)e,r 

Senator the Bai. Douglas McClelland 
President of the Senate 

'lbe Hem. Joan Qtl.ld MP 
Speaker of the lk>use of Representatives 



PARLIAMENI'lffiY CXM-USSlON OF nQJJ.RY 

Re The Honourable 11'.ir Justice L K Murphy 

Ruling on Meaning of "Misbehaviour" 

Reasons of The Honourable Sir George Lush 

By Thursday 17 July 1986 counsel assisting the Ccmnission had 
caused to be delivered to those representing Mr Justice Murphy 
twelve documents each purporting to set out, a specific 
allegation of conduct by the Judge (Parliamentary Camlission of 
Inquiry Act, S. 5 ( l} ) . Two further such documents have since 
been delivered. 

At a sitting of the CCirmission on that day a decision was made 
to hear argument on the meaning of the word ''misbehaviour" in 
S. 72 of the Camonwealth Constitution, with a view to 
determining whether the allegations made in the twelve 
documents, or in other documents of the same kind which might 
be delivered after 17 July, asserted facts which were capable 
of constituting misbehaviour. The Ccmnission heard that 
argument on 22, 23 and 24 July. 

For the Judge, Mr Gyles and Mrs Bennett argued that the word 
''misbehaviour" denoted (a) misconduct in office, and 
(lb) conviction for an infamous offence. They accordingly 
argued that, since none of the allegation documents asserted a 
conviction, they could only be supported if the facts asserted 
amounted to misconduct in off ice. SUbject to further argument 
on the scope of the concept of misconduct in office, they 
argued that all or at least most of the documents would be 
found to fail to allege facts capable of constituting 
misbehaviour. 

Their argument was based on a long line of English legal 
literature dealing with the tenure of offices held "during good 
behaviour", beginning with the Earl of Shrewsbury's case in 
1610, (1) and Coke's Institutes, published in 1641. In the 
fonner it is said that "there are three causes of forfeiture 
• • • abusing, not using, or refusing." Not using included 
non-attendance when attendance was a public duty. The relevant 
passage in the latter states that the Chief Baron of one of the 
English courts of the time, the Court of Exchequer, held office 
during good behaviour, while the judges of the other courts 
held office during the King's pleasure. It then proceeds (l) : 
- "and (during good behaviour) must be intended in matters 
concerning his office, and is no more than the law would have 
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irrplied, if the office had been granted for life." At the time 
when this was written public offices were treated as a fonn of 
prcperty, and the tenure of office was defined in tenns similar 
to those used in grants of land for ccmparable tenures. The 
effect of a grant of office during good behaviour was that the 
grantee held the office for life subject to the tennination of 
his interest for breach of the condition of good behaviour. 

The argument traced the passing down of Coke's "misbehaviour in 
matters concerning his office" through writings of the 18th, 
19th and 20th centuries. !>'.any, and perhaps Jl'K)St, of these 
repetitions reflect no new thought, but they add the prestige 
of their authors to the original proposition. I note, at this 
stage, two of than. 

In R. v Richardson ( 1758) , ( l) a case relating to the 
tennination of an office in a local government corporation, 
lord Mansfield said:-

"There are three sorts of offences for which an officer 
or corporator may be discharged. 
1st. Such as have no imnediate relation to his office; 
but are in thansel ves of so infaJl'K)US a nature, as to 
render the offender unfit to execute any public 
franchise. 
2d. Such as are only against his oath, and the duty of 
his office as a corporator and aJl'K)unt to breaches of the 
tacit condition annexed to his franchise or office. 
3d. The third sort of offence for which an officer or 
corporator may be displaced is of a mixed nature; as 
being an offence not only against the duty of his 
office, but also a matter indictable at carmon law." 

There then follows a series of observations on the mode of 
"trial" for the various "offences". lord Mansfield's 
conclusion is that "for the first sort of offences, there must 
be a previous indictment or conviction", but that for the 
second sort the corporation has the power to try the issues. 
He does not specifically refer to the third sort, but the 
irrplication seans to be that the corporation will have power to 
try that sort of offence also. 

Counsel informed us that the reference in Richardson's case was 
the earliest reference of which they were aware to the 
tennination of an office upon conviction for an infaJl'K)us 
of fence. It seans Jl'K)re than possible that this concept is 
associated with that of forfeiture of property after conviction 
for treason or felony, and judgment of attainder. If so, it is 
another instance of the assimilation of public office to 
property. 
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Before turning to the second authority which I wish to quote, 
I mention that the English Act of Settlement of 1700, now to be 
found in the Supreme Court of Judicature Act 1925, provides 
that Judges of the High Court and Court of Appeal are to hold 
office during good behaviour, "subject to a power of removal by 
His Majesty on an address presented to His Majesty by both 
Houses of Parliament." 

As will be seen, this Act has been treated by legal writers as 
creating two separate modes. of dismissal - for breach of the 
condition of good behaviour, by the executive, and without 
cause shCMn by Parliament. 

The second authority to which I wish to refer 
by Dr Alpheus Todd, "Parliamentary Government 
edition. The relevant passages in this 
extensively quoted in later writings. 

At p.191 Todd wrote:-

is a book written 
in England", 1892 
work have been 

"Bef ore entering upon an examination of the 
parliamentary method of procedure for the removal of a 
judge under the Act of Settlement, it will be necessary 
to inquire into the precise legal effect of their tenure 
of office 'during good behaviour,' and the remedy 
already existing, and which may be resorted to by the 
crCMn, in the event of misbehaviour on the part of those 
who hold office by this tenure. 
'The legal effect of the grant of an office during "good 
behaviour" is the creation of an estate for life in the 
office.' such an estate is terminable only by the 
grantee's incapacity fran mental or bodily infirmity, or 
by his breach of good behaviour. But like any other 
conditional estate, it may be forfeited by a breach of 
the condition annexed to it; that is to say, by 
misbehaviour. Behaviour means behaviour in the 
grantee's official capacity. Misbehaviour includes, 
first, the irrproper exercise of judicial functions; 
second, wilful neglect of duty, or non-attendance; and, 
third, a conviction for any infamous offence, by which, 
although it be not connected with the duties of his 
office, the offender is rendered unfit to exercise any 
office or public franchise. In the case of official 
misconduct, the decision of the question whether there 
be misbehaviour rests with the grantor, subject of 
course, to any proceedings on the part of the removed 
officer. In the case of misconduct outside the duties 
of his office, the misbehaviour must be established by a 
previous conviction by a jury." 
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The authorities cited by Todd for his statanent inclucie an 
opinion of the crown law officers of the Colony of Victoria in 
1864, as well as what may be called the traditional references 
to Cokes Institutes and Reports. 

Later, at p.193, Todd dealt with the :power of address given to 
the two Houses by the Act of Settlanent:-

"But, in addition to these methods of procedure, the 
constitution has appropriately conferred upon the two 
Houses of Parliament in the exercise of that 
superintendence over the proceedings of the courts of 
justice which is one of their most important functions -
a right to ai:peal to the Crc::Mn for the removal of a 
judge who has, in their opinion, proved himself unfit 
for the proper exercise of his judicial office. This 
power is not, in a strict sense, judicial; it may be 
invoked upon occasions when the misbehaviour canplained 
of would not constitute a legal breach of the conditions 
on which the office is held. The liability of this kind 
of removal is, in fact, a qualification of, or exception 
f ran, the words creating a tenure during good behaviour, 
and not an incident or legal consequence thereof." 

It may be noted that in this passage Dr Todd used the word 
"misbehaviour" in a sense wider than that of his earlier 
definition. 

The citation by Todd of the opinion of the crown law offices of 
Victoria leads me to refer to the position of judges in the 
Australian colonies before Federation. 

Colonial judges traditionally held office during the pleasure 
of the Crown, but as self-govermnent extended through the 
Australian colonies the constitutions granted to them contained 
provisions reproducing the Act of Settlanent. Before the 
introduction of the Act of Settlanent legislation, the position 
of colonial judges had cane to be regulated by Burke's Act (22 
Geo III c. 7$), which gave the Governor and Council of a colony 
pc:Mer to remove a judge "if he shall be wilfully absent •.• or 
shall neglect the duty of such off ice or otherwise misbehave 
therein". Appeal fran such a removal could be taken to the 
Privy Council. 'Iwo Australian judges were removed under the 
provisions of this Act, Willis (New South Wales) ( 4) and 
M::m.tagu (Van Dieman' s Land) ( 5) • It appears fran a merrorandum 
written by the wrds of the Council in 1870 that colonial 
legislatures might address the Crc::Mn for the removal of a judge 
under this Act. (6) 
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Reference to the Victorian op.uuon of 1864 shCMs that it is 
correctly and adequately quoted by Todd. In the opinion as in 
Todd, the word misbehaviour is used to describe both misconduct 
in office and misconduct not in office. 

Counsel assisting the ccmnission disputed all the argu:nents 
described above. Coke C. J. 's statanent concerning the Piarons 
of the Exchequer could be accepted, but there was no statanent 
that a judge holding off ice during good behaviour could not be 
dismissed for conduct outside office which cast doubt on his 
fitness for office or which undermined his authority and the 
standing of his Court. They pointed out that there are, with 
the exception of cases relating to colonial judges, no reported 
cases of the removal of judges, and that the tenns of the Act 
of Settlanent have never been the subject of judicial 
interpretation. They argued that the word "misbehaviour" used 
in relation to judges did not have and never had had the 
meaning contended for. The only judicial authority for the 
argurrent that, apart fran misconduct in office, conviction for 
a criminal offence was the only other fonn of misbehaviour, was 
said to be R. v Richardson (]) , which did not concern a judge 
and which, having been decided in 1758, after the Act of 
Settlanent, was decided at a time when the law relating to the 
termination of judges' appointments had deviated fran that 
relating to most other offices. This case had never been given 
in judicial decisions the significance attributed to it by a 
succession of authors. They also contended that the second 
passage fran Todd quoted above involved a rejection, not an 
acceptance, of Richardson's case. 

Counsel for the Judge contended that, against the background of 
the law in England and Australia, the debates on the draft 
Australian constitution in 1897 and 1898 suggested an intention 
to adopt the meaning of misbehaviour which they said was 
relevant to forfeiture of an office held during good behaviour 
- i.e. misbehaviour in office as described by Dr Todd. 

Counsel assisting the Ccrnm.ission challenged this view also. 

It is convenient to deal with the debates at this stage. They 
began in 1897 with a draft in this fonn:-

"Clause 70. - The justices of the High Court and of the 
other courts created by the Parliament: 
i. Shall hold their office during good behaviour: 
ii. Shall be appointed by the Governor-General, by 

and with the advice of the Federal Executive 
Council: 
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iii. May be removed by the Governor-General with such 
advice, but only upon an .Address fran both 
Houses of the Parliament in the same Session 
praying for such removal: 

iv. Shall receive such remuneration as The 
Parliament may fran time to time fix; but such 
remuneration shall not be diminished during 
their continuance in office." 

By the end of the 1897 debate subclause (iii) had been amended 
to read:-" ... 111. Shall not be removed except for misbehaviour or 

incapacity, and then only by the 
Governor-General in Council upon an address fran 
both Houses of the Parliament in the same 
session praying for such removal." 

By the end of the 1898 debate subclause (iii) read:-
" iii. Shall not be removed except by the 

Governor-General in Council, on an address fran 
both Houses of the Parliament in the same 
session praying for such removal on the grounds 
of proved misbehaviour or incapacity." 

'Ihe clause had assumed its final form by March 1898, the 
Drafting Ccmnittee having at that stage anitted the original 
sub-clause ( i ) . 

Cmmsel read to us passages fran the debates which they 
sul:mi tted supported their respective argmnents. No purpose 
would be served by quoting these again. It must be remembered 
that the use of the debates in a task of construing the 
Constitution is limited, and is best confined to obtaining a 
broad appreciation of dangers to be avoided or goals to be 
achieved - see Sydney v Ccmronweal th of Australia ( 'Y) and 
R. v Pearson, exp. Sipka (&). 

My view is that the debates show a lively appreciation of the 
special need which federation created for independence of the 
judges; that concern was felt that the Houses should not be 
able to remove judges without cause shown; and that although Dr 
Todd's views on misbehaviour as a breach of condition of office 
were placed before the representatives they took a general view 
that conduct which showed the judge to be unfit for office or 
'Which tended to undermine the judge's authority or public 
cx:mfidence in his court was properly a ground for removal. 
'llrls last is illustrated by (a) the references with approval to 
z.bntagu's Case ($) and particularly to the allegation quoted 
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belc:M f ran that case; (lb) the absence of any suggestion that 
the introduction by amendment of the words "misbehaviour or 
incapacity" in subclause (iii) would narrc:M the grounds for 
removal to those said by the authorities to be appropriate to 
tenure during good behaviour; and ( ¢) that the opposition to 
the introduction of the words was not based on the proposition 
that they would narrav the grounds upon which the Houses could 
act, but on the proposition that they might have the effect of 
depriving the Houses of the right of final decision by opening 
the way to challenges in the courts to the decisions of the 
Houses. 

For the Judge, it was argued that in the drafting of the 
Constitution the power of the executive to tenninate the office 
of a judge held during good behaviour had been eliminated, that 
the sole power to initiate removal had been vested in the 
Houses, and that they had in turn been restricted to dismissal 
upon grounds upon which the executive could have acted under 
the Act of Settlement or the Constitutions derived fran it. It 
was argued that the course adopted, so interpreted, was 
appropriate to perceived goals of eliminating executive 
interference and giving judicial independence the special 
protection it needed in a Federation. 

I find myself unable to accept this argument. My opinion is 
that s. 72 must be construed against the background that it was 
designed to bring into existence an entirely new State. It was 
being written on a clean page. It was creating institutions 
based largely but not wholly on British antecedents, but in 
circumstances in which it cannot be assumed that the draftsman 
intended to reproduce the British antecedents. 

Section 72 sweeps away the concept and finally the language of 
tenure of office which can be forfeited by the granter for 
breach of condition by the grantee. Instead, in its original 
fonn it gave the sole power of removal to Parliament, to be 
exercised at will or, in other words, without the need to shc:M 
cause. Then for the better protection of the independence of 
the judges it was amended so that a cause for dismissal had to 
be assigned and proved - a provision designed (a) to make 
impossible attempts to remove judges for purely political 
reasons and {lb) to secure to the judge a right to defend 
himself. 

The word chosen to describe the cause was "misbehaviour". This 
was a word traditionally used in defining the tenure of an 
office, but it is an ordinary English word of wider meaning 
than the so-called technical meaning assigned to it in the 
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context of tenure. If it were necessary to demonstrate this, 
the broad use of the word in the passages quoted fran Dr Todd 
provides the demonstration. In its broad meaning it may be 
impossible to define exact li.mi ts of inclusion and exclusion. 
This, however, is acceptable when the word is used in the 
context of Parliamentary action: it is not here used as a word 
in a condition of defeasance of an interest in the nature of 
property. The latter concept has been eliminated - the :raver 
given to the Houses by the Act of Settlement was seen as being 
of a different nature fran that of the executive enforcing 
forfeiture of an interest. This last is stated in the final 
sentence in the second quotation fran Dr Todd above. 

I must, however, note an expression used by Windeyer J. in 
Capital T. V. and Appliances Pt.y. Ltd. v Falconer ( 9} . His 
Honour described the tenure of office of judges of the High 
Court as "terminable, but only in the manner prescribed for 
misbehaviour in office or incapacity." The meaning of 
"misbehaviour" in S.72 does not appear to have been the subject 
of argument in this case, and His Honour does not explain his 
addition of the words "in office". I have respectfully cane to 
the conclusion that this dictum should not influence the 
opinion I have otherwise formed. 

Accordingly, my opinion is that the word "misbehaviour" in S. 72 
is used in its ordinary meaning, and not in the restricted 
sense of "misconduct in office". It is not confined, either, 
to conduct of a criminal nature. 

This interpretation can be said to leave judges open to the 
investigative activities of the conterrporary world, and so to 
expose them to pressures to which, in the interests of 
independence, they should not be exposed. 

The other side of this is that, however S. 72 may be 
interpreted, judges are not inmune fran the activities to which 
I have referred, though it may be that there is a higher 
incentive for the investigator if there is a possibility that 
he may procure a removal. Judges, and in this context Federal 
judges in particular, must be safe fran the possibility of 
removal because their decisions are adverse to the wishes of 
the Govenunent of the day. Section 72 intends to afford this 
by requiring proof of misbehaviour. They cannot, however, be 
protected fran the public interest which their office tends to 
attract. If their conduct, even in matters rE!llOte fran their 
work, is such that it would be judged by the standards of the 
time to throw doubt on their own suitability to continue in 
office, or to undermine their authority as judges or the 
standing of their courts, it may be appropriate to remove them. 
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'lhis seems to have been the attitude of the representatives at 
the Constitutional Convention. I have referred to the ar.parent 
approval through those debates of Montagu's case. One of the 
matters in that case on which Mr Justice Montagu was called 
up:,n to show cause why he should not be suspended was his "bill 
transactions, and pecuniary embarras:sments, being apparently of 
such a nature as to derogate essentially fran his usefulness as 
a Judge." 

In argument in the Privy Council it was contended that "the 
various pecuniary embarrassments of the Appellant, while 
sitting as a Judge, in a Court canposed of only two Judges, and 
necessarily requiring the presence of both, for the 
determination of all cases brought before it, was such as to be 
wholly inconsistent with the due and unsuspected administration 
of justice in that Court, and tended to bring into distrust and 
disrepute the judicial office in the Colony." 

.lv'ontagu was in fact ranoved, not suspended. No reasons for 
judgment were given in the Privy Council, but it was the 
aspects of the case to which the above quotations ref er which 
a~ to have had the general approval of the delegates. 

In essence, I have reached the conclusion which I have set out 
without querying the correctness of Todd's descriptions. We 
heard a pc:Merful argument that these were not correct 
descriptions of the English position of which Todd was writing, 
and I do not wish it to be thought that I reject that 
argument. I do not find it necessary to state a conclusion 
up:,n it. 

The via,, of the meaning of misbehaviour which I have expressed 
leads to the result that it is for Parliament to decide what is 
misbehaviour, a decision which will fall to be made in the 
light of contemporary values. The decision will involve a 
concept of what, again in the light of contemporary values, are 
the standards to be ~cted of the judges of the High Court 
and other courts created under the Constitution. The present 
state of Australian jurisprudence suggests that if a matter 
were raised in addresses against a judge which was not on any 
via,, capable of being misbehaviour calling for removal, the 
High Court would have pc:Mer to intervene if asked to do so. 

Parliament may, if it should ever happen that a number of 
attacks on judges are made, establish conventions. Dr Todd 
states that "constitutional usage forbids either House of 
Parliament ••. fran instituting investigations into the conduct 
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of the judiciary except in cases of gross misconduct or 
perversion of the law, that may require the interposition of 
Parliament in order to obtain the ranoval of a corrupt or 
incanpetent judge." 

Finally, I state my opinion that the documents of allegation 
are not defective by reason of the fact that they individually 
may not contain allegations of either misconduct in office, 
incapacity, conviction for crime, or criminal conduct. 

Footnotes 

(1) 9 Co. Rep. 42,50; 77 E.R. 493, 504. 

(l) 4 Co. Inst. 117 

(l) 1 Burr. 517, 538 

(4) Willis v Gipps (1846) 5 Moo. P.C. 379; 13 E.R. 356 

(5) M:>ntagu v Van Dieman's land (184g) 6 Moo. P.C. 489; 
88 E.R. 773 

(6) 6 M:>o. P.C. Appx. 9,12; 88 E.R. 827 

(7) (1904) 1 C.L.R. 208, 213-4 

(8) (198]) 152 C.L.R. 254, 262 

(9) (1971) 125 C.L.R. 591, 610. 



PARLIAMENTARY C01MISSI0N OF INQUIRY 

Re The Honourable Lionel Keith Murphy 
Ruling on Meaning of "Misbehaviour" 

Reasons of The Honourable Sir Richard Blackburn OBE 

The question for present detennination by the 
Carmission is the proper construction of the phrase "proved 
misbehaviour" in section 72 of the Constitution. There is no 
dispute that "misbehaviour" includes misoonduct in the actual 
exercise of judicial functions, including neglect of, or 
refusal to perfo.r:m, such functions. That needs no discussion, 
since none of the allegations before the Carrni.ssion is of 
oonduct of that kind. What is in issue is the nature of the 
misconduct required to satisfy the section, when it is not in 
the exercise of judicial functions, and whether in that event 
it is limited to the ccmnission of a crime ( or an "infamous 
crime'O of which the judge has been been convicted. 

Counsel for Murphy J. contended that the 
statanent in Todd's Parliamentary Govermnent in England which 
in substance is repeated and approved in many text-books (e.g. 
all editions of Halsbury's laws of England) provides a canplete 
answer to the question of the true construction of section 72. 
Counsel's contention was, first, that "proved misbehaviour" 
must necessarily mean what, at the time when the Constitution 
came into force, was meant by "misbehaviour" in the law 
applicable to English and Irish judges of the superior courts 
in those oountries; and secondly, that the statement of Todd 
gives an accurate account of that law. 

The passage in Todd is as follows: 

"The legal effect of the grant of an off ice during good 
behaviour is the creation of an estate for life in the 
office. Such an estate is terminable only by the 
grantee's incapacity fran mental or bodily infi.r:mity, or 
by his breach of good behaviour. But like any other 
conditional estate, it may be forfeited by a breach of 
the condition annexed to it; that is to say, by 
misbehaviour. Behaviour means behaviour in the 
grantee's official capacity. Misbehaviour includes, 
first, the improper exercise of judicial functions; 
second, wilful neglect of duty, or non-attendance; and 
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third, a conviction for any infamous offence, by 
which, although it be not connected with the duties 
of his office, the offender is rendered unfit to 
exercise any office or public franchise. In the 
case of official misconduct, the decision of the 
question whether there be misbehaviour rests with 
the grantor, subject, of course, to any proceedings 
on the part of the ranoved officer. In the case of 
misconduct outside the duties of his office, the 
misbehaviour must be established by a previous 
conviction by a jury ••.•• These principles apply to 
all offices, whether judicial or ministerial, that 
are held during good behaviour." 

The quotation is fran the revised edition of Todd's work 
(1891) at page 192. 

Of this passage, sane things, material to 
the question now before the Carmission, must be said. In 
the first place, the sentence "Behaviour means behaviour 
in the grantee's official capacity" is plainly (as indeed 
the rest of the passage shows) not to be taken at its face 
value: misbehaviour outside the grantee's official 
capacity may be relevant. 

Secondly, for the statement that conviction 
by a jury is required to establish misbehaviour outside 
the duties of the office, Todd cites R. v. Richardson 
(1758) 1 Burr. 517 as authority. The question whether 
that case does indeed support that proposition will be 
examined later. 

Thirdly, as authority for the statement 
that the principles stated apply to all offices, whether 
judicial or ministerial, that are---i:ield during good 
behaviour, Todd cites Coke, 4 Inst. 117. This is 
incorrect: the passage in question ( 4 Inst. 111) merely 
says that certain judges, the Attorney-General, and the 
Solicitor-General, were appointed during good behaviour, 
and that certain other judges held their offices "but at 
will." Todd cites no other authority for this proposition. 

Fourthly, the whole passage assumes, (or at 
least carries no suggestion to the contrary) that the 
distinction between "official misconduct" and 
"misbehaviour outside the duties of his office" is clear. 
This as is suggested later, may not necessarily be so. 
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In my opinion it is of capital irrportance to see 
the doctrine enunciated by Todd in its historical setting. 
English judges of the superior oourts have for more than 250 
years, and Australian Supreme Court judges have for more than 
100 years, held their offices on "Act of Settlement" tenns; 
that is to say, during good behaviour ( leaving aside for the 
manent exactly what that mean$) but with the separate and 
independent liability to be removed on the address of both 
Houses of Parliament. It is acknowledged that the Houses of 
Parliament may address without regard to the letter of the law 
of good behaviour. A case of removal by address, therefore, 
would not be authoritative on the question of what is 
"misbehaviour", even if there were any significant mmlber of 
them; in fact there is only one which went to the stage of the 
actual removal of the judge. Even more significant is the fact 
that since the end of the sixteenth century no judge · holding 
off ice simply during good behaviour, or on "Act of Settlement" 
tenns, has been removed by the Crown without address fran 
Parliament, under the supposed power to do so, and in view of 
the existence of the procedure by address, and the predaninance 
of the power of Parliament over that of the Executive, it seems 
almost unimaginable that any such case will ever occur 

It seerns to me, therefore, that a statement such 
as Todd's as to what oonstitutes judicial misbehaviour is a 
purely theoretical oonstruction, derived fran several sources: 

(a) cases decided sane centuries ago on the 
removal of office-holders; 

(lb) a line of cases extending into the 
eighteenth century on the removal by a 
corporation of one of its oorporators; and 

(<I:) the judgement of the Court of King's 
Bench, delivered by wrd Mansfield, in R. v. 
Richardson. Fach of these elements requires 
sane examination. 

The removal of the office-holder by the granter 
of an office held during good behaviour was the subject of much 
old learning which need not be examined here. As Todd says, 
the tenure of the off ice was considered to be an estate for 
life, and the office was regarded as property. The method by 
which such an estate was terminated apparently varied acoording 
to the nature of the office and the manner in which it was 
created; this topic is not material to the question before the 
Carmission except in two respect relating to criminal law. 
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In the first place, if an office-holder was 
convicted of treason or felony, he autanatically suffered 
attainder - which included the forfeiture of his property, 
including his office: see Cruise's Digest, 4th edition page 
113, paragraph 99. Attainder was a very old doctrine which was 
abolished in England in 1870. 

Secondly, it is said in sane of the books that 
at ccmnon law, forfeiture of the office was a penalty available 
to a criminal court for an offence ccmnitted by an 
off ice-holder in the course of perfonning the duties of the 
office: see Bacon's Abridgement, 7th edition, volume VI page 45: 

"There can be no doubt but that all officers, whether 
such by the ca:mon law or made pursuant to statute, are 
punishable for corrupt and oppressive proceedings, 
according to the nature and heinousness of the offence, 
either by indicbnent, attaclnnent, action at the suit of 
the party injured, loss of their offices, etc .•••• As to 
extortion by officers it is so odious that it is 
punishable at ca:mon law by fine and imprisomnent, and 
also by a removal fran the office in the execution 
whereof it was ccmnitted." 

At page 46 the author describes the several kinds of bribery, 
and proceeds: 

"And these several offences are so odious in the eye of 
the law, that they are punishable not only with the 
forfeiture of the offender's office of justice, but also 
with fine and irrprisonment." 

Another such authority is Hawkins' Pleas of the Crown, 1st 
edition, chapter 66, which is entitled "Offences by Officers in 
General." Section 1 appears not to deal strictly with criminal 
proceedings, but with forfeiture of an office for misbehaviour 
in it; but Section 2 clearly implies that forfeiture, or 
"discharge", may be a punishment at camion law for misbehaviour 
in the office, citing the examples of a gaoler who voluntarily 
allCMs his prisoners to escape, or barbarously misuses them, 
and that of a sheriff who persuades a jury to underprize goods 
in the execution of a fi.fa. 

The significance of these two connections 
between the law as to office-holders, and the criminal law, 
will appear later. 
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It appears that in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries the law relating to the rights of 
corporators in municipal corporations became assimilated 
in sane respects to the law relating to the tenure of 
offices. In Bagg's Case (1616) 11 Co. Rep. 97a, the 
"mayor and CCITIOC>nal ty" of a borough were ordered by the 
Court of King's Bench to restore a burgess whan they had 
purported to "aIOOve." The court held that in order to 
disfranchise a f reanan of a corporation, the corporation 
must have power either by the express words of its 
charter, or by prescription; but that in the absence of 
such power the freeman must be convicted before he could 
be renoved; Magna Carta, chapter 29, was given as the 
authority for this proposition. This ruling (as to the 
power of the corporation) was afterwards reversed, as will 
be seen later. 

In R. v. Hutchinson (1722) 8 Mcx:1. 99, 
mandamus was sought against the mayor and aldermen of a 
city to restore the relater to the office of "capital 
burgess" in the corporation, of which he had been 
disfranchised by the mayor's court for offering a bribe to 
a freeman of the city to vote for a candidate at an 
election for mayor. It was argued that as bribery was a 
crime at CCfflOC>Il law, the relater could not be 
disfranchised in the absence of a conviction, but the 
Court of King's Bench by majority held that 
notwithstanding the absence of a conviction, he could be 
disfranchised because the offence ccmnitted was a wrong to 
the corporation itself, and in the relater's capacity as a 
burgess. 

In R.v. Mayor of Doncaster (1729) I Ul. 
Raym. 1564, mandamus was sought to restore the relater to 
the office of capital burgess in the corporation, fran 
which he had been dismissed by the carmon council. The 
ground of his dismissal was that he had been dishonest in 
the office of chamberlain (which was one involving the 
care of the council's money) - an off ice to which only a 
burgess could be admitted. The court refused the order on 
the ground that the offences were alleged to have been 
ccmnitted in the office of chamberlain, and not as a 
capital burgess. In my opinion it is irrpossible to treat 
this case as any authority on the subject of "misconduct 
not in office." The report certainly does not so treat it. 

R. v. Richardson ( 1758) was a decision of 
the Court of King's Bench delivered by lord Mansfield. An 
inf onnation in the nature of quo warranto was laid against 
the defendant to show by what authority he claimed to be 
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one of the "porbnen" of the borough of Ipswich. One of 
the defendant's pleas was that he had been appointed in 
the place of a person who had been lawfully removed by the 
Great Court of the borough. The crucial question in the 
case was whether this ranoval was indeed lawful. 

lord Mansfield stated the question as being 
whether the corporation had power to remove a portrnan. 
After referring to Bagg' s Case, and quoting a relevant 
passage, he went on: 

"There are three sorts of offences for which an 
officer or corporator may be discharged. 
1st. Such as have no inmediate relation to his 
office; but are in themselves of so infamous a 
nature, as to render the offender unfit to execute 
any public franchise. 
2d. Such as are only against his oath, and the 
duty of his off ice as a corpora tor and amount to 
breaches of the tacit condition annexed to his 
franchise or office. 
3d. The third sort of offence for which an officer 
or corporator may be displaced is of a mixed 
nature; as being an offence not only against the 
duty of his office, but also a matter indictable at 
carm:::m law. 
The distinction here taken, by my lord Coke's 
report of this second resolution ••.. " 

(i.e. the passage he quoted fran Bagg's Case) 
" • • . • seems to go to the power of trial, and not 
the power of amotion: and he seans to lay dCMn, 
"that where the corporation has power by charter or 
prescription, they may try, as well as remove; but 
where they have no such power, there must be a 
previous conviction upon an indictment."" 

This last proposition is lord Mansfield's paraphrase of, 
or conclusion fran, Bagg's Case; it is not a quotation 
made verbatim. He continues: 

"So that after an indictment and conviction, at 
cx:mnon law, this authority admits "that the power 
of amotion is incident to every corporation." But 
it is now established, "that though a corporation 
has express power of amotion, yet, for the first 
sort of offences, there must be a previous 
indictment and conviction. "" 

This is one of two passages in the judgment 
(the other being in different words but of exactly the 
same meaning which occurs a little later) which were taken 
in later law to be of great authority. 
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The court next asserted the power (whether 
express, prescriptive, or neither) of every corporation, 
to try, as well as "amove" for, offences of the seoond 
category, i.e. misconduct in office. This is inconsistent 
with, and supersedes, Bagg's Case, an this point, but is 
irrelevant to the present question. In the course of 
establishing this point, the court repeated in different 
words the proposition I specially mentioned above, as 
follows: 

"For though the corporation has a power of amotion 
by charter or prescription, yet, as to the first 
kind of misbehaviours, which have no irrmediate 
relation to the duty of an office, but only make 
the party infamous and unfit to execute any public 
franchise: these ought to be established by a 
previous conviction by a jury, according to the law 
of the land; (as in cases of general perjury, 
forgery, or libelling, et~)." 

Two things must be said of this 
proposition. In the first place, it is not clear whether 
the court intended it to be of general application to any 
office, or to be confined, as it certainly is in words, to 
the power of a corporation to rarove a corporator or an 
officer of the corporation. If the latter alternative is 
correct, there is less warrant for the broad authority 
attributed to it by later writers such as Todd. 

Secondly, the proposition seems to be 
lacking in earlier authority. It is one thing to say that 
attainder effects a forfeiture of an office (see above) or 
that forfeiture of an office may be a penalty available to 
the criminal courts for the appropriate ccmnon law 
misdemeanours ( see above) : it is quite another to say 
that conviction is necessary for the removal of a judge 
for non-official misconduct. For this, no authority other 
than R. v Richardson appears to have been cited; there is 
certainly no case in which it has been decided. 

The proposition was not necessary for the 
decision in R.v Richardson, and did not purport to apply 
to the removal of a judge. 

Thus, it seems to me, the basis of Todd's 
statanent of the law relating to the removal of judges may 
not be as finn as it has been assumed to be. But I am not 
ooncemed to assert whether, or not, Todd's statanent of 
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the law is "correct". I doubt whether that question has 
much significance, because, as I have said above, the law 
supposed to be applicable in England to the ranoval of a 
judge otherwise than by address has not for centuries 
(possibly never) been applied, and since the passing of 
the Act of Settlement, probably never will be applied. 
Whatever be the "correctness" of Todd's fonnulation, it 
seems to me a most insecure foundation for the prc:per 
construction of Section 72 of the Australian Constitution. 

fureover, there is a latent difficulty in 
any fo:rmulation which contains a distinction between 
misconduct in office and misconduct not in office. Into 
which category does abuse of the off ice cane? - for 
exanple, using the office to assist in gallll11g an 
advantage for a private or non-judicial purpose. What if 
a judge intervieWs an officer of the Taxation Deparbnent 
on the subject of his own (or a friend'$) incane-tax 
liability, and atte:npts to persuade the officer by 
irrpressing him with his status and legal knowledge as a 
judge? Many similar or more serious possibilities can 
easily be imagined. If Todd's fo:rmulation be correct, 
this is not misbehaviour of which the law can take 
cognizance. It is not "the improper exercise of judicial 
functions"; it is "misbehaviour outside the duties of his 
office" yet it could not result in a conviction for any 
offence. 

Let it be assumed, however, that there is a 
doctrine of the ccmnon law as to misbehaviour by an 
office-holder, and that (however it is fo:rmulated) it must 
be regarded as settled law. There is, nevertheless, in my 
opinion no canpelling reason for construing Section 72 as 
incorporating that doctrine by irrplied reference. I 
think, moreover, that there are sufficient reasons for 
construing "misbehaviour" in a wider, non-technical sense. 

It is appropriate to consider Section 72 in 
conjunction with the kinds of tenure of judicial office 
which were available, so to speak, for adoption, with or 
without amendment, or for use as a model, by the framers 
of the Constitution. 

At ccmnon law, the condition of tenure of 
judicial office could be at pleasure of the Crown or in 
any less precarious mode. Most English judges in 
centuries earlier than the eighteenth, and many colonial 
judges up to the twentieth century, held their off ices at 
pleasure. Scottish judges have always held their offices 
sirrply during good behaviour. Since the Act of 
Settlement, English judges, Irish 
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judges ( until Irish independence) and later the judges of 
self-governing parts of the Cravn' s daninions such as the 
Australian States, held office under "Act of Settlement" tenns, 
i.e. during good behaviour but with the liability of raroval by 
address of both Houses. 

With all these choices before than, the framers 
of the Constitution chose a novel tenure, not the same as any 
of those existing. They deliberately rejected the llmerican 
model of i.rrpeachment, and they were very concerned to protect 
the judges fran both the Parliament and the Executive and fran 
both the Ccmnonwealth and the States. I adopt, with respect, 
the statement by the Hon. Andrew Wells, in his opinion, of the 
evils of mischiefs which the framers of the Constitution were 
concerned to avoid. 

They did not expressly create a tenure during 
good behaviour. We were ref erred to certain dicta of judges in 
the High Court of Australia in support of the view that Section 
72 irrplies tenure during good behaviour, though it is not so 
expressed. In capital 'IV and Appliances Pty Ltd v Falconer 
(1971) 125 C.L.R. at pp. 611-612, Windeyer J. said: 

" ••• the tenure of off ice of judges of the High Court ••• 
is correctly regarded as of indefinite duration, that is 
to say for life, and tenninable, but only in the manner 
prescribed, for misbehaviour in off ice ••• " 

(the last two words were introduced by his Honour; they are not 
in Section 71) 

" ••• or incapacity. That is because, quite apart fran 
the provisions of the Act of Settlement, and long before 
it, an estate to be held during good behaviour, or "so 
long as he shall well demean himself" if not expressly 
limited for a term, meant an estate for life defeasible 
upon misbehaviour. " 

His Honour was concerned in that case to show 
that the tenure of judges of the High Court and of other courts 
created by Parliament was of indefinite duration, i.e. for 
life; he was not, I think with great respect, directing his 
mind to the question whether whatever law is applicable in 
England to misbehaviour by a judge appointed quam:liu se bene 
gesserit is also applicable to judges holding office under 
Section 72. His ranarks do not disturb the accuracy of the 
proposition that Section 72 does not expressly create tenure 
during good behaviour, so that to that extent the tenure it 
does create is sui generis. The same may be said of the dicta 
in Waterside Workers' Federation v J W Alexander Ltd (191S) 25 
C.L.R. 434, to which we were also referred. 
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The tenure of judges under Section 72 is sui 
generis in two other respects: first, the address for removal 
must be "on the ground of proved misbehaviour or incapacity"; 
secondly, there is no other ground of removal. Such tenure is 
altogether novel. It has been described as a coalescence of 
the two aspects of tenure under the Act of Settlement; this is 
a figure of speech. The truth is that tenure under Sect.ion 72 
is hanogeneous and unique. In my opinion, therefore, it is not 
a necessary conclusion that "misbehaviour" in the sect.ion bears 
the same meaning that it bears in England in relation to tenure 
during good behaviour. 

My opinion is fortified by noting that judicial 
misbehaviour or misconduct. was referred to in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries in several contexts in senses which 
are wider than that contended for by counsel for Murphy J. 

The material words of Sect.ion 2 of the Act 22 
Geo. III c.25 (Burke's Act, 1782) are: 

" ••• be wilfully absent ••. or neglect the duty of such 
office, or otherwise misbehave therein 

This provision is for the removal of off ice-holders in the 
colonies, subject to an appeal to the Privy Council. It has 
been applied to judges, but it has not been suggested that in 
its application to judges, the word "misbehave" in the sect.ion 
is to be construed in accordance with IDrd Mansfield's diet.um 
in R. v Richardson; indeed, it has been otherwise construed 
( see belc:M) • There seans to be no good reason why "misbehave" 
in Burke's Act and "misbehaviour" in the Australian 
Constitution should be construed in different senses. 

In lwbntagu v the Lieutenant-Governor of Van 
Dianan's land (184g) 6 .f.bo. P.C. 489, the grounds on which the 
removal of a judge under Burke's Act was eventually upheld by 
the Judicial Carmittee included: 

(a) an allegation that upon being sued for debt, he 
as defendant had applied successfully to set 
aside the plaintiff's act.ion on the ground that 
that court would not be lawfully constituted if 
he were absent fran the Bench, and he could not 
sit as a party. 

(lb) "the general state of pecuniary embarrassment in 
which he was found to be." 

The point that this conduct did not justify amotion was 
explicitly taken by counsel for the appellant, but the Judicial 
Carmittee held that "there were sufficient grounds for the 
arnotion of Mr t-bntagu." This is of course inconsistent with 
the doctrine formulated by Todd. 
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It is worth notice that the first of the two 
grounds quoted above was an example of abuse of the judicial 
office. What funtagu J. did was to make a lawful interlocutory 
application in the action against him, and the application 
succeeded. What was objectionable about this conduct was that 
it had the effect of denying justice to one of his creditors. 
This result was achieved by exploiting the fact that the law 
required him to sit in order to oonsti tute the oourt for the 
hearing of the action. Was this misconduct in office, or 
outside the office? 

In 1862 the law officers of the CrCAYn advised 
the Secretary of State for the Colonies, with reference to 
Burke's Act, that 

"What the statute contanplates is a case of legal and 
official misbehaviour and breach of duty; not any mere 
error of judgment or wrong-headedness, consistent with 
the bona fide discharge of official duty. And we should 
think it extremely unadvisable that this power should be 
exercised at all, except in sane very clear and urgent 
case of llllquestionable delinquency • . . " ( quoted in 
Todd, Parliamentary Government in the Colonies, 2nd 
edition p.836I) 

Notwithstanding the use of the phrase"legal and official 
misbehaviour" it would seem that this opinion does not assume 
that conviction for a crime is necessary in the case of conduct 
not in the exercise of judicial office; indeed, it could not do 
so without irrplying that funtagu's Case was wrongly decided. 

It must be added here, in order to explain what 
f ollc:Ms, that a question of judicial misbehaviour was several 
times referred to the Judicial Carmittee llllder another 
provision, Section 4 of the Judicial Carmittee Act 1833 - a 
provision couched in general tenns which authorizes the Crown 
to refer any question to the Carmittee. 

In 1870 the Secretary of State for the Colonies 
again requested advice, this time fran the Judicial Carmittee 
itself, on the subject of the removal of colonial judges, and 
in consequence a Memorandum (6 fuo. P.C. !) was drawn up and 
laid on the table of the House of lords. This Mem::>randum 
purported to explain the views of the Carmittee "as far as they 
may be gathered fran reported cases, and fran the experience of 
the last thirty years. " It is i.rrportant to note that all 
methods of removal were oonsidered, i.e. cases llllder "Act of 
Settlanent" provisions (Boothby J. of the Supreme Court of 
South Australia) ; llllder Burke's Act; and also cases referred 
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mder the Act of 1833. The significant feature of this 
M3norandum, for present purposes, is that it contains no 
suggestion that misbehaviour warranting the re:noval of a judge 
was to be defined in the strict sense set out by Todd which 
rests on the authority of R. v Richardson. The principal 
purpose of the M3norand.um ai:pears to have been to advise on 
procedure, but that is imnaterial. Their lordships used the 
phrases "grave misoonduct", "gross personal imnorality or 
misconduct", "oorruption", "irregularity in peclll1iary 
transactions", and "a cumulative case of judicial 
perversity, tending to lower the dignity of his office, and 
perhaps to set the ccmnuni ty in a flame. " In a separate 
memorandum by lord Chelmsford expressing agreement with the 
principal Manorandum, his lordship used the phrases "judicial 
indiscretion or indeoorum", ebullitions of tarper and 
inta:rperate language, leading continually to mseenly 
altercations and mdignified exhibitions in Court", grave 
charges of judicial delinquency, such as oorruption", 
"imnorality, or criminal misconduct." 

It is difficult to believe that if judicial 
misbehaviour was, in 1870, correctly and definitively 
fonnulated in the manner in which Todd did so, their lordships 
in their memoranda made no reference to that doctrine. 

All the foregoing discussion relates to the 
question whether "proved misbehaviour" in Section 72 of the 
Constitution must, as a matter of construction, be limited as 
contended for by counsel for Murphy J. In my opinion the 
reverse is oorrect. The material available for solving this 
problen of oonstruction suggests that "proved misbehaviour" 
means such misoonduct, whether criminal or not, and whether or 
not displayed in the actual exercise of judicial functions, as, 
being morally wrong, deroonstrates the unfitness for office of 
the judge in question. If it be a legi tirnate observation to 
make, I find it difficult to believe that the Constitution of 
the Ccmnnweal th of Australia should be construed so as to limit 
the power of the Parliament to address for the removal of a 
judge, to grounds exressed in teDTIS which in one 
eighteenth-century case were said to apply to corporations and 
their officers and corporators, and which have not in or since 
that case been applied to any judge. 

In my opinion the word "proved" in the section 
implies that Parliament may adopt such method of proof as it 
sees fit, but may not address arbitrarily or without adverting 
to the question of proof. In each case, Parliament must 
decide, first, whether there is proved misbehaviour,and 
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secondly, whether bearing in mind the great importance, implied 
in the Constitution, of the independence of the judges, it 
should address for the renoval of the judge. 



PARLIAMENI'ARY m1MISSION OF INQUIRY 

Re: The Honourable Mr Justice L.K. Murphy 
Ruling on ~.ieaning of "Misbehaviour" 

Reasons of 'Ihe Hon. Andrew Wells, QC 

By virtue of sub-section ( 1) of s. 5 of our Governing Act, we 
are responsible for determining, in order to advise Parliament, 
wnether, in our opinion, any conduct of the Honourable Lionel 
Keith Murphy (hereinafter called "the Judge,) has been such as 
to amount to "proved misbehaviour" within the meaning of 
section 72 of the Constitution. 

'Ihere have been tendered to us sane fourteen allegations, 
pursuant to sub-s. ( l) of s. 5 of our Act, and I do not 
understand Mr Gyles to be sul::rnitting that any of them is 
defective for want of specificity. He has, hCMever, challenged 
them in argument by, in effect, a demurrer; he contends that 
none of them, on their face, is capable of amounting to "proved 
misbehaviour" within the meaning of s. 72 of the Constitution 
and should be rejected now without moving to receive evidence 
in their support. 

Mr Gyles contends that "misbehaviour" in s. 72 extends to 
conduct falling within either (or botlb.) of two categories only, 
namely, misbehaviour in office, as that ~ression was 
understood at c:x:mnon law ( in the relevant sphere of public 
law), and conduct not pertaining to the holder's office 
amounting to an infamous crime of which the holder has been 
convicted. It must be inferred that, in all the relevant 
circmnstances, the draftsmen of our Constitution sirrply lifted 
the received meaning of misbehaviour in that sphere and carried 
it, unchanged, into s. 72 notwithstanding that the procedures 
contemplated by that section are not the procedures in which it 
acquired its now received meaning. 

Mr Charles has argued that s. 72 has presented to the nation a 
provision that is, and was intended to be, a new creature; that 
the authorities relied upon by Mr Gyles do not make good the 
proposition they are said to establish; that even if they did, 
the Constitution has, by necessary irrplication; rejected it; 
and, that the word 'misbehaviour' should receive its natural 
meaning in the legislative and constitutional context in which 
it appears. 
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We are indebted to counsel for the thorough research they 
conducted, and for the exhaustive and cogent arguments they 
presented. It is here worth mentioning that the argument we 
listened to was the first ever presented in forensic 
conditions; as far as we are aware, no other Court or Tribunal 
has been called on to resolve the aforementioned issues, and no 
text writer or other authority has received the benefit of, or 
indeed, has in and through their own publications conducted, 
such a wide ranging debate. 

Both counsel relied, in particular, on the Convention Debates 
{Adelaide ( 18 91' ) and Melbourne ( 18 91B l ) to support their 
arguments. The use to which they may legitimately be put will 
be separately considered; it will be found that they are indeed 
helpful, but cannot be decisive. 

Speaking generally, counsel's researches canprised case law -
sane old, sane more or less modern; extracts fran text writers; 
certain Parliamentary papers containing opinions cla.ilned to be 
authoritative; and extracts of legislation used for carparison 
or ccmnent. 

All the materials have been considered and reconsidered in 
conjunction with our own notes and outlines of argument handed 
up by counsel. 

Apart fran particular arguments based upon selected passages or 
decisions, the wealth of material made plain what a wide range 
of legislative models, of legal principles and rules, and of 
constitutional practices and conventions were available to our 
founding fathers and their draftsmen for consideration when the 
Constitution was being fashioned and drafted. 

The Convention Debates make fascinating reading for the 
historian, and give grounds for all manner of speculation about 
what reasoning and motives were pranpting the speakers, but the 
use we may make of them is limited. 

In The Municipal Council of Sydney v. The Ccmnonwealth (1904) 1 
C.L.R. 208 (which concerned the interpretation of s. 114 of the 
Consti tutioill.) counsel proposed to quote f ran the Convention 
Debates a statement of opinion that the section only referred 
to future iroposi tions. One after another the judges 
intervened, and the following colloquy (page 211) took place: 
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[GRIFFITH, C.J. - I do not think that statements 
made in those debates should be referred to. 

BAR'ION, J. - Individual opinions are not material 
except to show the reasoning upon which Convention 
fonned certain decisions. The op1IU.on of one 
member could not be a guide as to the opinion of 
the whole.] 

The intention could be gathered f ran the debate, 
though it would not be binding upon the Court. The 
Federalist is referred to in American Courts. 

[O'CONNOR, J. - That is an expert opinion, or a 
text book. Debates in Parliament cannot be 
ref erred to. ] 

There is a difference between parliamentary 
debates and those of the Federal Convention. The 
latter were the deliberations of delegates sent by 
ccmpact between the States. 

[GRIFFITH, C. J. - They cannot do more than show 
what the members were talking about. 

O'CONIDR, J. - We are only concerned here with what 
was agreed to, not with what was said by the 
parties in the course of caning to an agreement.] 

It might be the duty of the Court to modify the 
literal meaning of the words if they clearly failed 
to express the intention of the delegates. 

[O'CONIDR, J. - The people of the States have 
accepted it as it now stands 

BAR'ION, J. - You could get opinions on each side 
fran the speeches in debate. 

GRIFFITH, C.J. They are no higher than 
parliamentary debates, and are not to be referred 
to except for the purpose of seeing what was the 
subject-matter of discussion, what was the evil to 
be remedied, and so forth.] 
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'Th.is case was approved and applied in The Queen v. Pearson; ex 
pa.rte Sipka (1981) 152 C.L.R. 254 in which Gibbs CJ, Mason J. 
and Wilson J., at page 262, approved the use of the debates for 
the purpose of seeing what was the evil to be remedied or what 
was the apprehended mischief that a particular provision was 
designed to prevent. If, in the Debates, it is pennissible to 
identify an apprehended mischief to be prevented or a remedy to 
be provided, one may also, in my opinion, ascertain whether any 
relevant mischief or evil was not predicated or discussed. 

Within the limits so imposed, I am of the opinion that the 
Convention Debates disclose -

( 1) The delegates were not concerned with any 
supposed evil or mischief that might flow fran a 
draft that used such general words as 
''misbehaviour" or "misconduct" without 
qualification. They did not discuss a 
circumscription of the words, with the exception of 
the word 'proved' . 

( l) They were concerned with the mischief or 
evil of not sufficiently protecting High Court 
judges in a federal system, and, in particular, 
with the mischief or evil of allowing Addresses for 
removal without cause assigned. It goes without 
saying that they were equally opposed to the 
mischief or evil of leaving the judges to removal 
at the will or whim of the Executive. 

( l) They were concerned with over-protecting the 
same judges ( against erosion of their independence) 
to the extent of leaving corrupt or plainly 
defective judges on the High Court. 

( 4) They were concerned with avoiding the 
mischief or evil of allowing an errant judge to set 
the judicial arm against the Parliamentary ann, 
after the latter had addressed the Governor General 
seeking ranoval. 

( $) They were concerned with avoiding the 
mischief or evil of removing a judge by procedures 
that denied him natural justice. 
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{ 6 ) It may perhaps also be inf erred that they 
were in-pressed with the mischief that was thought 
to flow fran any Constitutional provision that 
would penni t control of the judges to pass out of 
the hands of Parliament. 

In my judgement, no more can be usefully extracted fran the 
Debates for present purp::>ses. It would be contrary to 
principle to analyse individual speeches and to attempt to 
trace the ebb and flow of opinion, argument, or misconception 
as the Debates progressed. 

Reference to the Debates bears naturally on a fundamental tenet 
that should govern our approach to the Construction of s. 72, 
which I make no apology for anphasising. We ought continually 
to bear in mind that we are construing a written constitution, 
not an unwritten one; it is not a danestic Act of Parliament. 
A written constitution must be rmderstood as intended and 
calculated to apply to a growing and changing nation, and its 
language, so far as it may fairly extend, should be construed 
so as to acccmncx::1ate that intention and aim. 

That proposition should not be understood as a high sormding 
flourish without practical effect. One only has to recall how 
the construction of Section 92, of the external affairs pc::Mer 
{paragraph XXIX of Section 51) , and of the expression "With 
respect to", evolved to realize that the proposition has a 
capacity to bite. The fate of the XII Tables of ancient Rane 
testifies to the ultimate demise of rigid codes. The foregoing 
proposition may becane relevant when standards of judicial 
behaviour fall for consideration. 

Section 72 reads: 

The Justices of the High Court and of the other 
courts created by the Parliament -

Cin 

{ii!) 

Shall be appointed by the Governor 
General in Council: 

Shall not be removed except by the 
Governor-General in Council, on 
an address fran both Houses of 
the Parliament in the same 
session, praying for such 
removal on the ground of proved 
misbehaviour or incapacity: 
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(iii!) Shall receive such remuneration as 
the parliament may fix; but the 
remuneration shall not be 
diminished during their 
continuance in office." 

In the history of the British CCimonwealth and of other federal 
ronstitutions this provision is unique. 

Generally speaking, it provides that there is but one 
ronstitutional authority who is vested with the pcMer to rem:we 
a High Court Judge and he is the Governor-General in Council; 
that His Excellency (so advised) may exercise that power only 
upon receiving an address fran both Houses of Parliament in the 
same session; and that that address cannot be expressed at 
large, but must assign, for such ranoval, the ground of proved 
misbehaviour or incapacity. 

It is undisputed that this provision exhibits certain praninent 
features. The pcMer to ranove, though vested in the highest 
executive authority, may not be exercised at will or pleasure, 
or upon his own motion. The prayer for removal must cane fran 
the Houses of Parliament; they alone may institute the process 
of removal. The institution of that removal has been placed 
beyond the reach of the ordinary legal remedies, processes and 
procedures made available through the Courts - sc.fa., Criminal 
information, quo warranto, declaration and injunction- have 
been discarded. Impeachment has been rejected. Responsibility 
for instituting the process for removal and for framing 
appropriate procedures to that end has been exclusively reposed 
in the two Houses of Parliament. Executive discretion to act, 
or to decline to act, upon an address for removal is, in my 
opinion, retained. 

The Constitution ensures, also, that the obligation to assign 
grounds for ranoval is not imposed simply by tradition and 
ronvention; those moving for an address must, by virtue of 
s.72, assign a specific cause for removal of the kind or kinds 
prescribed. 

Finally, there is, in s. 72, a monitory insistence upon the 
need for proof of the grounds thus assigned; it is not good 
enough for those contending for removal to throw all manner of 
accusations against the judge which they cannot prove; the 
Houses of Parliament must satisfy themselves that the 
accusations are substantiated. 
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It is evident enough, therefore, that the makers of the 
Constitution, declined to transpose, unarrended, an institution 
extracted fran another system; they created one for the 
particular federal structure of a new nation. Fran a wide range 
of procedures, processes, causes, and conventions, they selected 
the elements fran which s.72 is canpounded. 

Amidst the arguments and countervailing arguments presented to 
us by counsel, one proposition stands uncontested: justices of 
the High Court may be removed only by follCMing the procedure 
set out by s.72 (see, for example, Zelman Cowan and Derham, "The 
Independence of Judges", 26 A.L.J. 462, at page 463/II). 

Section 72 is both exclusive and exhaustive; it covers the field 
of both law adjective and law substantive with respect to the 
subject matter - the removal of Federal judges. In short, the 
section represents a code. 

The approach that a Court should adopt to construing legislation 
that possesses the character of a code is well settled and 
conforms with the two fundamental aims of codification: 
generally, to provide a single authoritative body of statutory 
rules to govern the subject matter; and, in particular, to 
resolve uncertainties and controversies as to the f onner state 
of the law. 

It seems to me that the proper oourse, in the first instance, is 
to examine the language of the Act, and to ask what is its 
natural meaning, uninfluenced by any oonsiderations derived fran 
the previous state of the law, and not to begin by inquiring hc:M 
the law stocxl formerly, and then, assuming that it was intended 
to leave it unaltered, to see if the words of the Act will bear 
an interpretation in confonnity with this view. If legislation 
intended to codify a branch of the law were to be thus treated, 
its utility and purpose would be destroyed and frustrated. 

The purpose of such legislation is, I apprehend, that, on any 
point specifically dealt with by it, the law should be 
ascertained by interpreting the actual words used, instead of, 
as before, investigating a number of authorities, texts, and 
instrurrents, in order to discover, with more or less confidence; 
what the law was; more especially, if the investigation calls 
for a nice and critical analysis of early decisions, sane of 
which are founded on procedures that are obsolete or superseded. 
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Of course, confonnably with principles of statutory 
construction, resort to such sources may sanetimes be necessary 
if a passage is truly uncertain or ambiguous, or a word is used 
that had previously acquired a fixed and settled technical or 
special meaning. 

But, to my mind, resort to the fonner state of law must, in the 
nature of things, be subject to this condition, namely, that the 
legal context in which the fonner rule was operative should be, 
in substance, the same as that into which it is now sought to 
introduce it. Where, therefore, the codifying legislation 
predicates a legal institution that is fundamentally different, 
in its essential characteristics, fran that in which the passage 
or word under debate was fonnerly used, the foregoing principle 
continues to apply, with, it may be, even stronger anphasis. 
(For an example of the above approach, see the speech of lord 
Herschell in Bank of England v. Vagliano Bros [1891] AC. 107, 
144-$) 

In the present case, it is not open to question that, by s. 72, 
it was intended, both substantially and procedurally, to alter 
previous relevant rules and conventions. Even if we were to 
accept the limited and (so Mr Gyles puts it) technical meaning 
of the word 'misbehaviour'and to assume that it may legitimately 
be applied to judges, we should not conclude that the same 
meaning was intended to be attached to that word in the legal 
context of s. 72. For the technical meaning (if there is 
one)could only have evolved in and through decisions of the kind 
to which Mr Gyles invited our attention, and they concerned 
issues resolved by Courts, in causes or matters instituted in 
accordance with curial processes. It has not, and could not, be 
suggested that the circumscribed meaning urged upon us was knCMil 
in, or developed through, Parliamentary processes leading to an 
address to the CrCMil. The difference between the two legal 
contexts is both wide and clear. 

In my opinion, therefore, in order properly to construe s. 72, 
the superaninent task to be perf onned is to arrive at the 
meaning of the words selected, with such evident circumspection, 
by the Australian Convention, the United Kingdan Parliament, and 
their draftsmen. It behoves us, as a first step, to extract 
fran the language of s. 72 the last drop of meaning reasonably 
conveyed by a natural and straightforward construction. If no 
ambiguity or uncertainty is to be found, and there is no, or 
insufficient, reason for concluding that a word that fonnerly, 
in a given legal context, had acquired a special or technical 
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meaning, has been transported tmchanged, into the legal rontext 
of s. 72, there is no reason why the indigenous resources of the 
section should not suffice. 

Before ronstruing the actual words used, it is inperative to 
examine the structure and objects of the Constitution, and more 
especially of Chapter III (The Judicature). 

The Carrnonwealth of Australia Constitution Act is an Irrperial 
Act of Parliament to establish a govennnent of and for one 
indissoluble Federal Carrnonwealth tmder the Crown. At the rore 
of the government so established lies the ronstitutional 
principle of the separation of p:,wers; this principle inqx>rts 
the independence of the judiciary created as one ann of 
Goverrnnent. 

The High Court is set up as the Court of last resort for the 
whole nation; in particular, it is the Court of last resort in 
matters arising under the Constitution and involving its 
interpretation. It detennines the liroi ts of the legislative 
powers of Federal, State, and Territory, Parliaments and other 
law making authorities. It holds the balance of power between 
Federal and State legislatures. It ensures that, as between 
Crown, Government, and the instrurentali ties of Government on 
the one hand, and Her .Majesty's subjects on the other, the 
fonner do not abuse their powers, and act within the limits of 
and pursuant to, the processes of law. 

It is inevitable that, in the discharge of their 
responsibilities, the High Court \o."ill be dealing with many 
issues, both factual and legal, that touch and concern, directly 
or indirectly, the exercise or disposition of political power; 
and their decisions will, acrordingly, have wider repercussions 
in the political life of the nation than those of any other 
tribunal. A justice who discharges such awesane and singular 
responsibilities must possess special talents and moral 
character, and receive special protection in the exercise of his 
office. The Constitution, by necessary implication, therefore, 
creates two public interests that impinge upon the office of 
High Court judge, and affect any language that relates to the 
manner in which he will execute it. 

It follows, in my opinion, that general words in s. 72, in so far 
as a reasonable interpretation will pennit, should receive a 
ronstruction that allows for those two interests. 
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In the first place, the language must, so far as may be, allc:M 
for the preservation of judicial independence. It is imperative 
to maintain that independence if a High Court judge is to be 
expected to speak out fearlessly when resolving issues that have 
political implications. It would be ironic to expect a judge so 
placed to do right without fear or favour, if to do so would 
render his reputation and his office vulnerable to the clamours 
and malice of individuals and of pressure groups who are 
dissatisfied with his work. 

But the same language must acccmnodate another public interest 
of corresponding importance. The sane public who must respect a 
High Court judge's independence is, in my view, entitled to 
expect fran him a standard of carpetence and behaviour that are 
consonant with the national importance of his judicial function. 

The office of judge differs markedly fran that of many other 
public officials. The performance of his duty calls on him to 
display, of a high order, the qualities of stability of 
terrperament, moral and intellectual courage and integrity, and 
respect for the law. Those and other like qualities of 
character and fitness for office, if displayed by a judge in the 
exercise of his judicial function, are unlikely to be found 
wanting in his conduct when not acting in office. If they are 
said to be genuinely possessed and not feigned, they would stand 
uneasily with conduct in private affairs that testifies to their 
absence. 

There are, however, other qualities that do not carry the same 
guarantee of stability, integrity, and respect for the law in 
private life. For example, a man may possess profound learning, 
intellectual adroitness, and an accurate rnanory, and, by using 
them, adequately discharge the duties of many public offices; 
but, without more, he could not discharge the duties of judicial 
office. 

In short, a man's moral worth, in general, pervades his life 
both in and out of office. 

It is not surprising to find, therefore, that if, in the general 
affairs of life beyond his judicial functions, a judge displays 
aberrations of conduct so marked as to give grounds for the view 
that he lacks the qualities fitting him for the discharge of his 
office, the question is likely to arise whether he should 
continue in it. Such a question cannot be resolved without 
establishing standards of conduct by reference to which the 
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consequences of proven misconduct may be assessed. 

In detennining the standard of conduct called for by section 72, 
it is both logical and inevitable that regard should be had to 
the legislative and constitutional framework, referred to above, 
in which section 72 speaks. 

At this point, one must be cautious. The Constitution was meant 
to apply to mankind, and it would be unreasonable to require of 
a judge a standard of extra judicial conduct so stringent that 
only a featureless saint could confonn to it. It is only to be 
expected that High Court judges, like everyone else, will vary 
in character, te:rperament and personal philosophy. But there 
is, I have no doubt, a clear distinction between, say, mere 
eccentricity of conduct, or the fe:rvent proclamation of personal 
vicWs upon sane matter of public concern, on the one hand, and 
plain .i.npropriety, on the other. 

There may be degrees of departure fran wholly acceptable conduct 
outside the judicial function that fall short of misbehaviour in 
the foregoing sense. Without attempting to fix an exhaustive 
range of categories, it is possible to predicate conduct that is 
unwise, or that amounts to a marked, but transient, aberration 
or a manentary frenzy, or that would be seriously deprecated by 
other judges or by the cx:mmmi ty, but yet would not be so wrong 
as to attract the condarmation of s. 72. Indeed, one may go 
further, and affirm that there may be conduct of such a kind 
that, if displayed habitually or on several occasions, could 
amount to misbehaviour, within the meaning of section 72, that 
nevertheless, if displayed only once or twice, or perhaps on a 
handful of occasions or in special circumstances, would not. 

The issue raised by section 72 would thus appear to pose 
questions of fact and degree. Sanewhere in the gamut of 
judicial misconduct or .i.npropriety, a High Court judge's 
conduct, outside the exercise of his judicial function, that 
displays unfitness to discharge the duties of his high office 
can no longer be condoned, and becanes misbehaviour so clear and 
serious that the judge guilty of it can no longer be trusted to 
do his duty. What he has done then will have destroyed public 
confidence in his judicial character, and hence in the guarantee 
that that character should give that he will do the duty 
expected of him by the Constitution. At that point, section 72 
operates. 
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It is neither possible nor wise to be more specific. To force 
misbehaviour into the mould of a rigid definition might preclude 
the word fran extending to conduct that clearly calls for 
conda:rrnation under s. 7 2, but was not - could not have been -
foreseen when the mould was cast. 

In my view, the construction of s. 72 should be governed by the 
foregoing principles. Accordingly, the word 'misbehaviour' 
must be held to extend to conduct of the judge in or beyond the 
execution of his judicial office, that represents so serious a 
departure fran standards of proper behaviour by such a judge 
that it must be found to have destroyed public confidence that 
he will continue to do his duty under and pursuant to the 
constitution. 

It is evident fran this formulation that it raises questions of 
fact and degree. That is a feature of the British system of 
law that is frequently to be found, both in written and in 
unwritten law. A principle or rule of law cannot be condenmed 
as so uncertain or imprecise as to be unworkable simply because 
its application is likely to raise difficult questions of fact 
and degree. In my judgment, while it may be impossible, by an 
act of professional draftsmanship, to describe, precisely and 
in general terms, where the dividing line runs between 
behaviour that attracts, and behaviour that does not attract, 
the sanctions of s.72, there should be no difficulty in 
determining on wt>~ch side of the line a body of proven facts 
will fall. 

Section 72 requires misbehaviour to be 'proved'. In my 
opinion, that word naturally means proved to the satisfaction 
of the Houses of Parliament whose duty it is to consider 
whatever material is produced to substantiate the central 
allegations in the motion before than. The Houses of 
Parliament may act upon proof of a crime, or other unlawful 
conduct, represented by a conviction, or other formal 
conclusion, recorded by a court of ccmpetent jurisdiction; but, 
in my opinion, they are not obliged to do so, nor are they 
confined to proof of that kind. Their duty, I apprehend, is to 
evaluate all material advanced; to give to it, as proof, the 
weight it may reasonably bear; and to act accordingly. 

According to entrenched principle, there should, in my opinion, 
be read into s. 72 the requirement that natural justice will be 
administered to a judge accused of misbehaviour. He should be 
given reasonable notice of allegations, which should be 
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formulated with reasonable particularity, and he should be 
heard in answer to what is alleged. The steps so far taken 
under and in pursuance of our governing Act have, in my 
judgement, met the demands of natural justice. 

So far, the forensic issues raised before us have been examined 
by applying to s. 72 what, I apprehend, are settled canons of 
construction. It nc:M becx:mes necessary to scrutinize Mr. 
Gyles's sub:nissions on behalf of the Judge, and, in particular, 
the case law and texts upon which those suhnissions are 
founded. I hope I do justice to the structure of his argument 
if I surrrnarize it as follc:Ms: 

1. To ranove a Federal judge there must be 
agreanent between the Houses of Parliament and 
the Executive that he should be ranoved; and 
grounds must be proved which anount to a breach 
of the condition of tenure of good behaviour. 

2. The public office to which a judge is app'.)inted 
possesses, generally with respect to the ranoval 
of the office holder, the same character as 
public offices held by all other holders of 
every rank. 

3. Loss of tenure of office by reason of 
misbehaviour in off ice has always been a 
well-recognised legal ground for such loss. It 
relates only to conduct during office and must 
arise out of or touch and concern the official's 
function as office holder. 

4. The only extension of the foregoing ground for 
removal was affected by the rule which included 
conviction in a criminal court of an offence 
correctly designated as infanous, cxmnitted 
during office. 

5. The foregoing principles apply to judges as well 
as to other office holders, and the framers of 
our Constitution and the legislature of the 
United Kingdan must be taken to have been aware 
of them. 
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6. There are no satisfactory criteria by which to 
judge the ex:>nduct of a judge outside the 
performance of his judicial functions if it does 
not result in conviction, and an enlargenent of 
the word "misbehaviour" in s. 72 to encanpass 
such cx:mduct would dangerously diminish the 
protection properly accorded to judicial 
independence. In particular, it would be 
contrary to principle and authority to treat 
"misbehaviour" as including "conduct which 
Parliament considers to be inconsistent with the 
holding of office" or "any ex:>nduct which 
Parliament considers unbecaning a judge". 

7. The word "proved" in s.72, confonnably with 
paragraph 4 above, means, in cases concerning 
misbehaviour not in office, proved by conviction 
for an infamous offence. In such cases, the 
role of the Houses of Parliament is to judge 
whether the conviction is of an offence 
sufficiently serious to warrant removal. 

The several decisions cited by Mr Gyles were used previously to 
substantiate suhnissions three or four above, both of which 
concern the liability of the holders of public office to 
removal, and the inclusion of judges in the category of those 
holders. 

In the early case of The Farl of Shrewsbury (161(D) 9 Co. Rep. 
42: 77 E.R. 793 the plaintiff brought an action on the case for 
disturbing the plaintiff in the exercise of his office, which 
was that of stewart of certain manors. By special verdict the 
jury had assessed damages, but counsel for the defendent moved 
several exceptions to the record: against the patent and the 
validity of the grant; (admitting the office) that the office 
was forfeited; against the writ and declaration; against the 
gist of the action; and against the verdict. The report with 
respect to the second exception was here relied on. The ground 
assigned for the alleged forfeiture was non-user of office, but 
the Court rejected the ground. It drew a distinction between 
those officers cx:mcerning the administration of justice or the 
Ccmnonwealth in which the officer ex officio or of necessity, 
must attend without demand or request (when non user or 
non-attendance will work a forfeiture), and those in which he 
need not attend except upon demand or request. In the latter 
case no cause of forfeiture is to be found in non-user. In the 
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case at Bar, the stewart was nnder a duty to hold his Courts 
only when required, so non-user oonsisting allegedly in 
"failure to use his" office was no cause of forfeiture. 

The Court stmnarised the relevant law in the following passage: 
"And for the better nnderstanding of the true reason of it, it 
is to be known, that there are three causes [f]or forfeiture of 
seizure of off ices for matter in fact, as for abusing, not 
using, or refusing." 

It may be acknowledged that in discussing the relevant law and 
the facts of the case at Bar, the Court drew no distinction 
between office-holders, except the distinction oonnected with 
non-user; but it is equally clear that the Court, as 18th and 
17th century oourts were want to do, focused its deliberations 
upon the precise forensic issues joined and there is nothing in 
what they said that would warrant extending the legal rules 
ennnciated, without further oonsideration, to the office of His 
Majesty's justices sitting in Courts of superior jurisdiction. 

The proceedings in The King v. Hutchinson,Mayor, and the 
Alderman of carlisle(1722 l)2 Iil.Raym 1565:92 E.R. 513 were 

. ccmnenced by mandamus, whose purpose was to restore one, 
Simpson, to the office of capital burgess. The return to the 
writ was to the effect that Simpson has been removed by the 
Court of Mayor for bribery. 

'lwo exceptions were taken to the return: first, that the charge 
of the offence laid against him was nncertain and insufficient 
and acoordingly bad in law; and seoond, because "bribery" was 
an offence at Cannon law, the Court of Mayor acted oontrary to 
Magna carta in entertaining the information against him, and 
removing him f ran his freedan before oonviction in a oourt of 
law. 

As to the seoond exception, the majority of the Court (Pratt CJ 
diss;) held that there was no breach of Magna carta because the 
oorporation had the power to ranove for a crime where the 
imnediate good of a oorporation was concerned and the power to 
do so, as in the case at Bar, was oonferred by the very words 
of the Corporation charter. There is doubt about the accuracy 
of the report on the first exception: the !.£>rd Raymond report 
states that the oourt was equally divided and acoordingly there 
"oould be no judgement against the return"; but in S. C. Fort. 
200 it is reported that after "sane little doubt" "the whole 
oourt held it well, because on the whole return there appeared 
to be a good cause for removal". 
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It seans to me that the case cannot make any useful 
contribution to the matter before us. Mr Simpson's 
transgression was plainly misbehaviour in office; no question 
of misbehaviour out of office, or of misbehaviour of other 
kinds of office holders in or out of office was raised. Pratt 
CJ' s preference for a trial in the courts at Westminister was 
not, it seans, based on the technical necessity for a 
conviction therein, but upon his lCM opinion of the court of 
Mayor, the members, (Mayor and carm:m council-me.Ill} of which (he 
said}, "are generally corrupted and use arbitrary methods in 
trials there. " No part of the Court's reasoning was based on 
any such proposition as that the nature and the legal 
implications of all public offices are the same where 
forfeiture of, or removal fran, office are concerned. 

The case of Harcourt v. Fox (1691} 1 Shc:Mer 506: 89 E.R. 720 
does not take the matter any further. The plaintiff, who was 
appointed Clerk of the Peace by the Farl of Clare, custos 
rotulorum, sued in indebi tatus assurrpsi t for the fees of his 
office fran the defendent, who had, purportedly, been appointed 
Clerk of the Peace by the lord of Bedford, after he had 
replaced the Farl of Clare as custos rotulorum. The question 
was whether, under the relevant legislation, the plaintiff, who 
remained clerk so long as he should demean himself in the said 
office justly and honestly, necessarily suffered removal 
because the custos who had appointed him had been replaced. It 
was held that the plaintiff's office was not dependent on the 
continuation in off ice of the custos who appointed him; that 
the change or death of the custos should not avoid the office 
of the Clerk of the Peace. 

It appears fran the judgements that the Court directed its 
attention to the interpretation of the precise te:rms of the 
governing legislation, and were not concerned with reasoning 
about forfeiture of public office generally - a fortiori not 
with the removal of justices of the superior courts of the 
realm. M::>reover, the terms of the plaintiff's appointment 
shc:Ms that the condition upon which he held office was limited, 
ipsissimis verbis, to demeaning himself justly and honestly in 
his office. No question arose whether misbehaviour out of 
office would work a forfeiture; the terms of the appointment 
precluded such a result. 
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In The King v. The Mayor ,Alderman and Burgesses of Doncaster 
(172~) 2 I.Drd Raymond 1565: 92 E.R. 513 proceedings were again 
instituted by mandamus, by which Christopher Scot sought a 
cxmnand to restore him to the office of a capital burgess of 
the corporation. The return to the writ set out that Scot, 
after becaning a middle chamberlain, had, in effect, been 
guilty of fraudulent conversion of moneys received by him as 
such chamberlain; that, upon his appearing before the Mayor, 
aldennen and capital burgesses in ccnm::m-council, he had been 
heard in answer to the offences alleged, but that he had been 
found guilty and removed frClTl his office of capital burgess. 
The Court awarded Scot a perenptory mandamus to restore him to 
the office of capital burgess. 'Iwo reasons were assigned for 
the order: first, that the return did not set out and make good 
the power of the corporation to remove; second, that the 
reasons assigned for his removal related to his conduct in the 
office of chamberlain, but he had been removed fran the office 
of capital burgess - ••• "therefore" (said the Court.) "this might 
have been a gocx:l reason to remove him frClTl the office of 
chamberlain, but not of a capital burgess." 

Acoordingly (Mr Gyles sul:mitted), the case is authority against 
any such proposition as that misbehaviour occurring other than 
in the office assailed can, in proper circumstances, be invoked 
to justify removal fran that office. 

To this sul:tnission there are, it seems to me, three answers. 
First, the arguments for and against the return were not 
reported, but so far as may be determined by examining the 
reasons for judgement, no attarpt was made to take the case 
outside the narrow confines of the decision. Second, the whole 
disposition of the judiciary in Lord Raymond's generation was 
still to focus attention on the fonns of action, or of other 
causes or matters, and not to be astute to find a lawful 
justification for facts found or returned that showed a 
substantial variance frClTl what was strictly called for by the 
issues. 

Third, the offices of ccmnon chamberlain and capital burgess, 
though public off ices, would have been of minor inportance to 
the nation canpared with the public off ice of a justice or 
baron sitting in the Courts at Westminster; nothing said by the 
Court may reasonably be read as ai:plying to judicial officers 
of such high standing. 
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A case that is regularly cited by text writers and legal 
officers, and to which our attention was strongly directed in 
argument, is Rex v. Richardson (175S) 1 Burr 539: E.R. 426. 
This was a general demurrer, on behalf of the King, to the 
def endent' s plea to an inf onnation in the nature of a ~ 
warranto exhibited against Thanas Richardson to show by what 
authority he claimed to be one of the portmen of the tavn or 
borough of Ipswich. The title he set out by his plea was, in 
effect, that upon a vacancy made by removal, he was duly 
elected, sworn, and admitted into the office in question, in 
order to fill up the vacancy. 

Accordingly, the defendent 's right depended upon whether the 
vacancy was duly created, and, if it was, whether the defendent 
was duly elected, admitted, and sworn. 

The two points made upon the demurrer were that the corporation 
of Ipswich had no power to amove Richardson's predecessor, and 
that, even assuming a power to amove, the cause of amotion was 
not sufficient. It may be interposed here that the office was 
not one of those in which attendance to duty was ex officio, 
but depended upon a surrmons or demand; and that forfeiture was 
alleged because the encumbent had not attended "four occasional 
great courts" - one in particular. The outcane of the first 
objection depended upon whether a power of amotion was incident 
to the corporation, or whether its existence depended upon the 
corporation's having acquired it by prescription or by charter. 
The second of the two alternatives depended on the earlier case 
of Bagg 11 Co. Rep. 93 to 99. The first depended on the later 
authority of lord Bruce's case 2 Strange 819. lord Mansfield, 
speaking for the whole Court, follCMed lord Bruce's case in 
which the Court had said that "the mcx:lern opinion has been that 
a power of amotion is incident to the corporation"; he endorsed 
the statement that "It is necessary to the good order and 
government of corporate bodies, that there should be such a 
po,ver as much as the power to make by-laws." 

Certain remarks made by lord Mansfield in his approach to this 
ruling were relied on by Mr Gyles, and to these I shall recur. 

lord Mansfield, held that the cause for the exercise of the 
po,ver of amotion was insufficient. It is unnecessary for the 
purposes of this judgement to repeat why. 

There was, accordingly, judgement for the king. 
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As a preamble to a consideration of the question whether the 
corporation had power of amotion of an appropriate kind, lord 
Mansfield set forth what he described as the "three sorts of 
offences for which an officer or corpora tor may be 
discharged." They were: 

"1st. such as have no imnediate relation to his 
office; but are in themselves of so infamous a 
nature, as to render the offender unfit to execute 
any public franchise. 

2d. Such as are only against his oath, and the 
duty of his off ice as a corpora tor and amount to 
breaches of the tacit condition annexed to his 
franchise or office. 

3d. The third sort of offence for which an officer 
or corporator may be displaced of a mixed nature; 
as being an offence not only against the duty of 
his office, but also a matter indictable at ccmnon 
law. 

The distinction here taken, by my lord Coke's 
report of this second resolution, seems to go to 
the power of trial, and not the power of arnotion: 
and he seems to lay down, "that where the 
corporation has power by charter or prescription, 
they may try, as well as remove; but where they 
have no such power, there must be a previous 
conviction upon an indictment." So that after an 
indictment and conviction at ccmnon law, this 
authority admits, "that the power of amotion is 
incident to every corporation." 

But it is now established, "that though a 
corporation has express power of amotion, yet, for 
the first sort of offences, there must be a 
previous indictment and conviction. " And there is 
no authority since Bagg's case, which says that the 
power of trial as well as amotion, for the second 
sort of offences, is not incident to every 
corporation." 

Mr Gyles, as I understcx:id his argument (which continued to rest 
upon the assurrption that, in matters of removal therefran, all 
public off ices should be treated alike) , subni tted that lord 
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Mansfield's survey reinforced his contention that "against the 
duty of the encumbent's office" which, in turn, amounted to a 
"[breach] of the tacit condition annexed to his office". It 
also confinned (he maintained) that where the offence alleged 
had no inmediate relation to his office, the p<:Mer of amoval 
was exerciseable only where there was a "previous indictment 
and conviction. " 

There are, it seems to me, three reasons - two residing in 
general principle, and one depending on certain technical 
rules, of the criminal law which were removed by statute in all 
parts of our Cacmonwealth during the last century, why Mr Gyles 
would not be justified in carrying the rules assembled by IDrd 
Mansfield directly into the heart of s.72. 

The question before IDrd Mansfield's Court related to the 
public office of portman. rt is a far cry fran such an off ice 
to that of a High Court judge who stands at the pinnacle of the 
Australian judicial hierarchy. It is, at least an historical 
argument of dubious validity to equate the one to the other, 
more especially if one bears in mind that eighteenth century 
ccmnon law rules governing the f onner are (by the argument) 
said to possess such a canpelling claim to survival that they 
must be taken to have daninated the thoughts and the 
assurrptions of the framers and draftsmen of a federal 
constitution for the twentieth century. I am unable to accept 
that the natural evolutions of history can acx::cmodate a logic 
of that kind. 

Furthenrore, it must be remembered that much of IDrd 
Mansfield's survey was obiter. There was no doubt that, if 
Richardson's predecessors had mis-conducted thansel ves, they 
had done so in office, and no question of misconduct beyond 
their office arose for consideration. The two points decided 
in Iord Mansfield's judgement related to the inherent ~er of 
a corporation and the sufficiency of the cause of removal. 

Finally, in so far as conviction for a criminal offence was 
alluded to, an earlier passage of the judgement suggests, as Mr 
Charles pointed out, that conviction may have been regarded as 
necessary, not because it was deaned the only acceptable proof 
of misconduct outside the encumbent's office, but because the 
attainder that resulted fran conviction for treason or felony 
autanatically worked a defeasance of the tenure of off ice. If 
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this is a correct historical cause for the rule, it would 
appear to rest upon the feudal notion of tenure, which was 
exenplified in the holding of an office qu.anrliu se bene 
gesseri t; in other words, the tenure was not of a simple 
interest for life, but of an interest for life subject to a 
conditional limitation. It seems to me impossible to carry the 
fascicule of rules governing a tenure of this kind into s. 72, 
fran which, incidentally, an express grant of judicial tenure 
during good behaviour, when s. 72 was in draft form, had been 
removed by the Convention. 

Mr Gyles relied upon The Queen v. C:Wen (185ro) 15 Q.B. 476: 117 
E.R. 539, more particularly, because it concerned alleged 
misbehaviour outside the encumbent 's office. There was an 
infonnation in the nature of a quo warranto (ex relatione, one, 
Williams) for usurping the office of Clerk of the County Court 
of Merioneth, established under Stat. 9 & 10 Viet. c.95. 

Williams had, with the IDrd Chancellor's approval, been ra:noved 
fran the office by the County Court judge "by reason of certain 
inability by him... for and in the said office within the 
neaning of the Statute"; the 'inability' referred to, in fact 
consisted in his being in circmnstances of great pecuniary 
anbarrassment, but there was no evidence that that 
embarrassment had affected him in the execution of his duty. 

The relevant statutory provision gave power to remove "in case 
of inability or misbehaviour". It was argued by the 
Attorney-General (inter alia) that "If the party were a 
fraudulent debtor, and absenting himself, that would be a case 
of misbehaviour: but no fraud is irrputed; and the prosecutor 
appears to have been regularly in attendance. That his 
retaining off ice might exasperate his creditors, or that the 
Judge might put less trust in him, does not amount to such 
positive inability as the Statute requires in sect. 24. Want 
of confidence might be a reason for requiring security but not 
for disnissal." 

Sir F. Kelly, contra, maintained that the Judge's discretion 
was unreviewable for reasons that he advanced. 

In reply, the Attorney-General gave the CrCMn's contention: 

"What is "inability" or "misbehaviour" within the 
meaning of the statute must be matter of law; the 
degree or extent of any thing, which, according to 
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its degree and extent, may or may not constitute 
such inability or misbehaviour, may be matter of 
fact. Insolvency may lead to inability, as 
dnmkenness may lead to murder; but it has not been 
found that insolvency in the present case has led 
to inability; and insolvency per se is not 
inability." 

The Court (Lord Carrq;:>bell CJ and Erle Ji) gave judganent for the 
Crown. Pach judgement was concise and unambiguous. 
In the course of his judgement Lord Carrq;:>bell CJ said: 

"In case of inability or misbehaviour the Judge may 
remove the clerk, and only in case of inability or 
misbehavour. Inability is alleged as the ground of 
removal in this case. Do the facts found shew 
inability? No; they shew ability. It does not 
appear that insolvency had produced any disabling 
effect on the mind of the clerk; and it is stated 
that he was not physically disabled fran perfonning 
his duties. No other "inability" existed than 
pecuniary anbarrassrnent: that in itself is no 
inability; and our judgment must be for the 
relator." 

Erle J. was of the same opinion: 

The full effect of the verdict probably is that 
there was no present inability with reference to 
either the mental or the bodily po.vers of the 
relator, but [ 486] that he might becane so harassed 
as to be unable at sane future time to discharge 
his duties, or that he might be terrpted to ccmnit 
sane act of dishonesty. Now I cannot say, as 
matter of law, that mere insolvency so enfeebles 
the intellectual po.vers, or so endangers the noral 
principles of a man, as in itself to constitute 
inability within the meaning of this statute." 

On the face of the report, there seems to be sane support for 
one limb of Mr Gyles' s argi.unent, but I am far fran convinced 
that it carries him hane, or even very far. It seems to me 
that there are, within the interstices of the case, evidence of 
conterrporary opinion inconsistent with his proposition, or at 
least consistent with a contrary proposition. 
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Both argument and judgements centred upon the prosecutor's 
alleged 'inability' - not "misbehaviour' - to perfonn the duties 
of his office, and it was an undisputed fact that his ability 
to do so was in no wise reduced by his ilrpecuniosity. 
Moreover, it is worth remarking that when the Attorney-General 
was moved, in passing, to refer to the word 'misbehavour' he 
conceded that want of confidence in the encumbent could justify 
the taking of security, though not dismissal. That statement 
related to the facts of the case at Bar, but it was at least 
consistent with the proposition that bad cases of such 
misbehaviour (outside office) could so shake the Judge's 
confidence in his clerk as to justify dismissal. 

Furthennore, the pi th and substance of the Court's judgements 
did not exclude the possibility in other cases that a Clerk of 
Court's conduct outside office might demonstrate, in 
contra-distinction those circumstances of pecuniary 
embarrassment before than, inability within the meaning of s.24 
of the Statute. 

The Privy Council appeal of Montagu v. the Lieutenant-Governor 
and the Executive Council of Van Dieman' s Land (1849) VI ltx:>re 
489 received the close attention of both counsel. 

The case concerned a judge in the Colony of Van Dieman 's land 
who had been amoved f ran off ice by an order of the Lieutenant 
Governor in Council. The section which governed the latter's 
power was Stat. 22 Geo III c.75 s.2 read as follows: 

"And be it further enacted by the authority 
aforesaid, that if any person or persons holding 
such off ice, shal be wilfully absent fran the 
Colony, or Plantation, wherein the same is, or 
ought to be, exercised, without a reasonable cause, 
to be allowed by the Governor and Council for the 
time being, of such colony or plantation, or shall 
neglect the duty of such office, or otherwise 
misbehave therein, it shall and may be lawful to 
and for such Governor and Council to amove such 
person or persons fran every or any such office; 
and in case any person or persons so amoved shall 
think himself aggrieved, to appeal therefran, as in 
other cases of appeal, f ran such colony or 
plantation, whereon such amotion shall be finally 
judged of, and detennined, by His Majesty in 
Council." 
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The relevant circmnstances and grounds of ccmplaint are 
conveniently surrmarised in the report of the argument of Sir 
Frederick. Theseiger Q.C. (who appeared for the Lieutenant 
Governor and Council): 

"The order was fully justified by the conduct of 
the Appellant; the chief grounds of ccmplaint 
against him are, first, obstructing the recovery of 
a debt, justly due by himself; and, seoondly, the 
general state of pecuniary embarrassment in which 
he was found to be in. The Appellant having first 
put his lawful creditor in a situation 
whichccmpelled him tosue for his debt in a Court of 
Justice, avails himself of his judicial station in 
that Court, being the only Court in which the acion 
could be brought, to prevent the recovery of the 
debt, [498] which he admitted to be due; this is an 
act impeding the administration, and thereby as 
amply to justify his removal. Secondly, it 
appears, fran the evidence, that the Court ccmposed 
of only two Judges, and necessarily requiring the 
presence of both, for the detennination of all 
cases brought before it, were such as to be wholly 
inconsistent with the due and unsuspected 
administration of justice in the Court, and tended 
to bring into distrust and disrepute the judicial 
office in the Colony: this was another strong 
reason for his removal. 

Their Lordships, in confonnity with convention in such cases, 
gave their report (which was conf inned by order in Council) 
without reasons: 

"The Lords of the Ccmn:i. ttee have taken the said 
Petition and Appeal into consideration and having 
heard counsel on behalf of Mr. l-k:>ntagu and Likewise 
on behalf of the Governor-General of Van Dierran' s 
Iand, their Lordships agree humbly to report to 
your Majesty, as their opinion, that the Governor 
and Executive Council had power by law to arnove Mr. 
Montagu fran his office of Judge of the SUpre:ne 
Court of Va.n Die.11iaI1' s land, under the authority of 
the 22nd of Geo. III.; that, upon the facts 
appearing before the Governor and Executive 
Cou'.lcil, as established before their IDrdships, in 
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that case, there were sufficient grounds for the 
amotion of Mr. Montagu; that it appears to their 
wrdships, that there was sane irregularity in 
pronouncing an order for suspension; but, inasmuch 
as it does not appear to their wrdships, that Vu. 
Montagu has sustained any prejudice [ 500] by such 
irregularity, their lordships cannot recarmend a 
reversal of the order of amotion." 

There can be no doubt that the first canplaint alleged 
misbehaviour in office, but the second, of which the gravamen 
was the Judge's 'pecuniary' embarrassment, concerned 
mis-conduct in private life which, having regard to the 
constitution of his Court, tended to bring into distrust and 
disrepute the judicial office in the Colony. 

Their wrdships, as appears fran the above citation, did not 
state the ground upon which they tendered their reccmnendation 
to Her Majesty, but one may legitimately conclude that both 
grounds, jointly and severally, contributed to their wrdships 
decision. 

The case of Ex pa.rte Rarnshay (1852) 18 QB. 173: 118 ER 65 
relates, once again, to alleged misbehaviour in office of the 
IOC>St obvious kind. Application was made for a quo warranto 
against a County Court Judge, on the relation of a person who 
had held the off ice immediately before him, and whohad been 
removed for inability and misbehaviour by the Chancellor of the 
Duchy of Iancaster, under stat. 9 & lOVict. c. 95, s.18 - It 
appeared that, on a memorial addressed to the Chancellor, 
charging the relator with general misbehaviour, and 
particlarizing one instance IOC>re strongly, and praying for his 
dismissal, the Chancellor had held an inquiry, which was 
attended by the relator and his counsel, and had heard evidence 
on the charges, not on oath or affirmation, and, within a few 
days after the close of the inquiry, had dismissed the relator 
by an instrument finding inability and misbehaviour, but not 
specifying any particular instance. Affidavits denying the 
inability and misbehaviour in the cases adduced on the inquiry, 
and generally, were put in. 

The Court refused the rule. It was clear that the relator had 
been fully heard, and that the charges, if true, were well 
capable of shewing inability or misbehaviour (the critical 
criteria), and the decision of the Chancellor was confinned. 
It seans to me that the case raised primarily the question 
whether the removal had been carried out according to the due 
process of law and natural justice. The misbehaviour alleged 
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was, it is true, misbehaviour in office, but in the 
circumstances, there was no cause for the Court to turn its 
attention to anything else. 

Mr Gyles appealed to In re Trautwein (194@) 40 SRNSW 371 to 
assist in the understanding of the rule he was espousing that 
if mis-conduct beyond office was to give grounds for removal, 
it could only be considered if there was a conviction for an 
infamous offence. This case (Mr Gyles contended) demonstrated 
that the infamy of the offence was to be determined by 
reference to, and only to, the character of the crime revealed 
by the fonnal (X)nviction. 

The Constitution Act (N.S.Wi) 1902 provided that "If any 
legislative Councillor - ( f) is ••••• (X)nvicted of felony or 
infamous crime, his seat in such (X)uncil shall thereby beca:ne 
vacant." The Councillor in question had been (X)nvicted of a 
serious federal offence, namely, of falsely representing that a 
document had been duly executed by the parties whose signatures 
it bore, with the object of avoiding bankruptcy proceedings and 
obtaining time for the payment of money owing tothe State and 
Ccrmlonwealth Taxation Ccm:nissioners. The mis(X)nduct alleged 
included the making of knav..d.ngly false misrepresentations and 
forgery. 

In my opinion, the case is not an authority for the proposition 
for which it was cited. Maxwell J. , when (X)nsidering the 
infamy of the crime said: 

"Before dealing with the elements of the crime 
proved, I should refer to one argument raised by 
Mr. Windeyer. He has pressed very strongly that in 
order to resolve the question regard must be had 
only to the offence as set forth in the section 
creating it. Section 29 (lb) of the Ccrnmonwealth 
Crimes Act, 1914-1932, is in these tenns:-

" Any person who imposes or endeavours to impose 
upon the Canmonwealth or any public authority under 
the Ccrnmonwealth by any untrue representation nade 
either verba.lly or in writing with a view to obtain 
money or any other benefit or advantage shall be 
guilty of an offence." 
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He further adds that adopting that course, it 
cannot be said that that section creates an offence 
that should be regarded as an infamous crime. I am 
of the opinion that that is not the proper 
approach. In my view the Court should have regard 
to the offence as laid and proved, and should 
consider also its nature and essence. That that 
was the practice of the Ccrnmon I.aw Courts when the 
carpetency of the witness was in question is clear 
fran the text books and the cases." 

In adopting what he deemed to be the proper approach he later 
continued: 

"What then is the essence of the offence of which 
the respondent was convicted? The certificate of 
conviction shows that he proferred as a genuine 
document that which was, to his knowledge, not 
genuine. As disclosed by the infonnation (which 
alone can be looked at for this purpose) a document 
dated 3rd August, 1938, purported to be an 
agreement the parties to which were the respondent, 
three members of his family and the two 
carmissioners (Federal and Stat&) of Taxation. The 
untrue representation (ma.de both orally and in 
writing) was that it was a document between all 
parties. 

I have no doubt that the proper conclusion is 
that the names of saue at least of the parties were 
forged. The use ma.de of the document was the 
obtaining its execution by the two carmissioners 
with the resulting benefit to the respondent - this 
being his object - that the carmissioners ref rained 
fran instituting bankruptcy proceedings against the 
respondent, and fran taking other steps to enforce 
imnediately payment of certain moneys set out in 
the agreement. 

The representation by the respondent found to be 
untrue to his knowledge involved sanething at least 
analogous to the crime of forgery; whether the fact 
would sustain an indictment for forgery which is 
under our law the subject of statutory definition 
it is unnecessary to decide. That by reason of its 
being analogous to forgery it is prq;:ierly 
designated an "infamous crime" within the meaning 
of the Ccmron I.aw doctrine set forth above, is 
inescapable." 
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In my opinion, the case tends to support the principle I 
enunciated earlier that when e}@JJUillng ["proof"] of 
"misbehaviour" within the meaning of s. 72, Parliament is not 
bound exhaustively and exclusively to a ronsideration of any 
fonnal ronviction tendered to them; they must ( to use Maxwell 
J's approacl11) look at the essence of the case made against the 
judge and detennine, as a matter of fact and degree, whether it 
amounts to misbehaviour or not. 

Sane reliance was placed upon Terrell v. Secretary of State for 
the Colonies [1953] 2 Q.B. 482 for the purpose, I judge, of 
lending support to Mr Gyles' s thesis that holders of public 
office do not, in any significant respect, differ fran one 
another where removal fran office is in issue. 

The judge in the above case had been a judge in the Straits 
Settlement in Malaya. The country of his jurisdiction had been 
occupied by the enemy during the war, and on 7 July 1942 his 
appointment was terminated. It was held that he had been 
appointed during the King's pleasure, not during good 
behaviour, as alleged, and that the tennination of his tenure 
of office had been validly effected. 

In the rourse of his judgement (at page 49$) lord Goddard said: 
"Moreover, I can see no good reason whya judge appointed during 
pleasure should be in any different position fran this point of 
view [se. fran the liability to have his office terminated at 
the King's pleasure] fran any other person in the service of 
the Crown." 

In my opinion, · this pronouncement cannot support Mr Gyles' s 
case. The rondition for the termination of offices held during 
the King's pleasure - namely, an exercise of will by the Crown 
leading to the decision to dismiss - is so CXIr1prehensive in the 
generality of its application that it leaves scant roan for 
drawing distinctions based on the grounds for removal. There 
was, in any event, no suggestion in this case that the judge 
had in any way misbehaved. 

Reference was made during argument to Attorney-General for New 
South Wales v. Perpetual Trustee Conpany (1955) 92 C.L.R. at 
pages 118 to 119, but I can find nothing in this well--Jmown 
case to assist in the resolution of the legal question now 
raised. The inquiry in the case related to the legitimacy of a 
claim for damages quod servitium amisit where the service in 
question was that of a police officer. 
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Henry v. Ryan [ 1963] Tas E.R. 20 also dealt with the off ice of 
Constable; the justices appeal raised the question whether a 
constable had, contrary to the Police Regulation Act, been 
guilty of discreditable conduct against the discipline of the 
police force. The learned Chief Justice was apparently content 
to treat the misconduct alleged as misconduct in private life, 
but concluded: "I cannot doubt that misconduct in his private 
life by a police officer of a nature which tends to destroy his 
authority and influence in his relations with the public 
amounts to 'misconduct against the discipline of the police 
force.' A police officer must be above suspicion if the public 
are to accept his authority." 

In so far as this case has value for present purposes, it tends 
to support the underlying philosophy of the principle I regard 
as the correct one to be applied to s.72. 

Windeyer J., whose knowledge of, and judgments dealing with, 
legal history are legendary, gave judgements in two cases in 
the High Court, passages fran which were cited by Mr. Gyles and 
relied on to support his argument. 

Marks v. The CCirmonwealth (1964) 111 C.L.R. 549, at pages 586 
-9 was the first of those. For the purposes of his judganent, 
Windeyer J. found it necessary to examine a wide range of 
offices held under the Crown, the conditions upon which they 
were held, and the manner in which they could be tenninated. 
It was suhnitted that Windeyer J's examination approa.ched them 
indiscriminately, as offices held under the Crown, and that it 
was remarkable, if judges were to be regarded as a race apart, 
that, in the course of carrying out such a searching 
examination, Windeyer J. did not say so. On the contrary, the 
judgement tended (Mr Gyles maintained!) to support the ccmnon 
legal status of all such offices. 

In the second case, Capital T.V. Appliances Pt.y.Ltd. v. 
Falconer (1970-71) 125 C.L.R.591 Windeyer J. delivered himself 
of a dictum in the course of carrying out a similar examination 
in which judges, generally, and Federal judges, in particular, 
received attention. At page 611, Windeyer J. had this to say: 

"However, the tenure of off ice of judges of the 
High Court and of other federal courts that is 
assured by the Constitution is correctly regarded 
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as of indefinite duration, that is to say for life, 
but capable of being relinquished by the holder, 
and tenninable, but only in the manner prescribed, 
for misbehaviour in office or incapacity." 

The other members of the Court in this case did not deem it 
necessary to conduct an inquiry of such particularity, and our 
attention was not drawn to any passages in the other judgements 
that could be regarded as supporting, or dissenting fran, the 
view there expressed. 

With unfeigned respect for Windeyer J, I find myself unable to 
regard the latter part of the above passage as representing a 
considered and canprehensive formulation of the subject 
matter. I find myself constrained to regard it, so far as it 
extends to a description of misbehaviour, as a passing 
reference only, and not as a conclusion upon its legal 
characteristics reached after a consideration of extensive 
argument. It fails to convince me of the soundness of Mr 
Gyles's principal point. 

It is evident enough that Windeyer J's disquisition in the 
Marks case (supra) upon offices under the Crown treated them, 
subject to variations imposed by Statute or other governing 
instrument, as exhibiting, in many respects, the same 
qualities. But I did not find anything in his judgement that 
was so strongly and ccmprehensively expressed that it would 
constrain a Court today to hold, in ccmpliance with his 
exposition, that the early ccmnon law of England should 
daninate the approach that should be taken to s.72. 

Mr Gyles relied also upon the works of several text writers who 
are regarded generally as authoritative, to support his grand 
premiss that the word 'misbehaviour' was invested with a 
received meaning which was lirni ted in the manner set forth 
earlier. Several were old established sources of early ccmnon 
law; Coke, Canyns, Hawkins, Chitty, Bacon, and Cruise. I shall 
not pause to weigh their texts. On the whole, they did no more 
than reflect the substance of early case law, to important 
examples of which our attention was drawn, and which I have 
already discussed. Their digests carry the weight of their 
personal authority, but the law they expound is of a past age. 
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Fran 1700 onwards, of course, the office of judges in superior 
courts was controlled both by the ccmnon law and the writs and 
procedures through which it was applied, and by the Act of 
Settlement and the constitutional conventions, that in course 
of time, came to surround it. Constitutional historians such 
as Hallam and Hearn may delight in the niceties of scholarly 
debate over the exact extent of the changes wrought by the Act 
of Settlement, and the metes and bounds of the ccmnon law that 
continued to prevail in the courts. It cannot be denied, 
however, that, by the time Todd was writing at the end of the 
nineteenth century, there were two distinct spheres in which, 
in principle, action could be taken to remove a judge of a 
Superior Court in England. There were also statutes 
controlling the appointment and removal of colonial judges. 

In England, a judge could be removed through one of the ccmnon 
law procedures scire facias or criminal inf onnation; 
impeachment was, in theory, available, but was generally 
regarded as obsolete. 

In addition, by a totally independent process, a judge could be 
arnoved by the Crown lJIX)n an address f ran the two Houses of 
Parliament. 

Under the ccmnon law process, both substance and procedure were 
narrowly confined, and rested 'IJIX)n the implications and legal 
effect of the grant of an off ice during good behaviour, which 
amounted to the creation of an estate that was regarded as 
detenninable only by the grantee's incapacity fran mental or 
bodily infirmity or by breach of good behaviour. The purview 
of misbehaviour was determined by the nature of its converse, 
good behaviour, and the cases discussed above were looked lJIX)n 
as generally authoritative. 

The parliamentary process was by no means so confined. Todd 
(Parliamentary Government in England - 2 Fd page 86Q) describes 
its potentialities and limits thus: 

"But, in addition to these methods of procedure, 
the constitution has appropriately conferred lJIX)n 
the two Houses of Paliarnent - in the exercise of 
that superintendence over the p:r;oceedings of the 
courts of justice which is one of their most 
important functions - a right to appeal to the 
Crown for the removal of a judge who has, in their 
opinion, proved himself unfit for the proper 
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exercise of his judicial office. 'Ilu.s pc:mer is 
not, in a strict sense, judicial; it may be invoked 
upon occasions when the misbehaviour canplained of 
would not constitute a legal breach of the 
conditions on which the office is held. 'Ihe 
liability to this kind of removal is, in fact, a 
qualification of, or exception f ran the words 
creating a tenure during good behaviour, and not an 
incident or legal consequence thereof. 

In entering upon an investigation of this kind, 
Paliament is limited by no restraints, except such 
as may be self-inp::>sed. Nevertheless, since 
statutory powers have been conferred uron 
Parliament which define and regulate the 
proceedings against of fending judges, the 
inp::>rtance to the interests of the ccmnonwealth, of 
preserving the independence of the judges, should 
forbid either House fran entertaining an 
application against a judge unless such grave 
misconduct were imputed to him as would warrant, or 
rather canpel, the concurrence of both Houses in an 
address to the crown for his removal fran the 
bench. 'Anything short of this might properly be 
left to public opinion, which holds a salutary 
check over judicial conduct, and over the conduct 
of public functionaries of all kinds, which it 
might not be convenient to make the subject of 
parliamentary enquiry. • 

I intend no disrespect to such eminent authors as Quick and 
Garran ( "The Annotated Constitution" (1901)), but I find it 
extraordinary that, virtually without explanation or 
justification, they took Todd's surrmary of the conditions upon 
which tenure of office held during good behaviour was 
dete:rminable at cannon law, and applied it, to the word 
misbehaviour in s.72 - thus (at page 731): 

"MISBEHAVIOUR OR INCAPACITY. - Misbehaviour means 
misbehaviour in the grantee's official capacity. 
"Quam:liu se bene gesserit must be intended in 
matters concerning his office, and is no more than 
the law would have implied, if the office had been 
granted for life." (Coke, 4 Inst. 117i) 
"Misbehaviour includes, firstly, the improper 
exercise of judicial functions; secondly, wilful 
neglect of duty, or non-attendance; and thirdly, a 
conviction for any infamous offence, by which, 
although it be not connected with the duties of his 
office, the offender is rendered unfit to exercise 
any office or public franchise." (Todd, Parl. Gov. 
in Eng., ii. 857, and authorities citedl)" 
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Renfree adopts the same view and the same restrictions 
("Federal Judicial System of Australia", page 11$). 

Such a view of the law seems to me to set at naught first, that 
Tcx:1d described so clearly the Parliamentary processes for 
ranoval that took their constitutional origins fran the Act of 
Settlement; and, second, that the Carm:mwealth Constitution 
rejected an e}(f)licit reliance upon the detenninable limitation 
of an office held for life during good behaviour, and embraced 
the Parliamentary institution for an address by the Houses of 
Parliament to the Crown, which was traditionally associated 
with misbehaviour of a much wider nature, disengaged fran the 
Camon law. 

There is nothing in the writings of the other ccmnentators 
which suggests, to my mind that the wider meaning of 
misbehaviour, in the Parliamentary context, is wrong. What 
drives bane the construction that I regard as the correct one 
is the absence fran writings and carrnentaries of any 
substantial debate, whether self-generated or ilrposed fran 
without, upon the ambit of the word 'misbehaviour' in s.72. 

The conclusion I have stated receives further indirect support 
fran two other sources - An opinion of the Attorney-General and 
Minister of Justice in Victoria (22 August 1864}, and a 
Mem::>randum of the lords of the Council on the removal of 
Colonial Judges (187ro}. 

The 1864 opinion was prepared to advise whether the Governor in 
Council had ~r to suspend, until the pleasure of Her Majesty 
be made known, a Judge of the Supreme Court who was allegedly 
absent fran Victoria without reasonable cause allc:Med by the 
Governor in Council. There fell for consideration the 
Victorian Constitution Act which enacted, in effect, that the 
ccmnissions of the Judges shall remain in force during good 
behaviour, notwithstanding the demise of Her .Majesty: Provided 
that it may be lawful for the Governor to remove any such Judge 
upon the address of both Houses of Parliament. 

The writer then sets forth the ccmnon law position as he deemed 
it to be - for my part I have considerable reservation as to 
the correctness of his surmiary, though I accept it for the 
nanent - and then continued: 
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"These principles apply to all offices, whether 
judicial or ministerial, that are held during good 
behaviour ( v. 4 Inst. 111) • But in addition to 
these incidents, the tenure of the judicial office 
has two pecularities: - 1st. It is not determined, 
as until recently all other public offices were 
determined, by the death of the reigning monarch. 
2ndly. It is detenninable upon an address to the 
Crown by both Houses of Parliament. The 
presentation of such an address is an event upon 
which the estate in his off ice of the Judge in 
respect of whan the address is presented, may be 
defeated. The Crown is not bound to act upon that 
address; but if it think fit so to do it is thereby 
empowered, (notwithstanding that the Judge has a 
freehold estate in his off ice fran which he can 
only be removed for misconduct, and although there 
may be no allegation of official misbehaviour) to 
remove the Judge, without any further inquiry, or 
without any other cause assigned than the request 
of the two Houses. There has been no judicial 
decision upon this subject; but the nature of the 
law which regulates the tenure of the judicial 
office has been explained by Mr Hallam in the 
following words: - (Const. Hist. Vol. 3, p. 191) 
"No Judge can be dismissed fran off ice except in 
consequence of a conviction for sane offence, OR 
the address of both Houses of Parliament, which is 
tantamount to an Act of the Legislature." Mr. 
Hallam proceeds to explain the policy of this 
particular tenure in the following tenns: - "It is 
always to be kept in mind that they ( the Judges) 
are still accessible to the hope of further 
pranotion, to the zeal of political attachment, to 
the flattery of princes and ministers; that the 
bias of their prejudices as elderly and peaceable 
men will, in a plurality of cases, be on the side 
of power; that they have very frequently been 
trained as advocates to vindicate every proceeding 
of the Crown; fran all which we should look on than 
with sane little vigilance, and not cane hastily to 
a conclusion that because their ccmnissions cannot 
be vacated by the Crown's authority, they are 
wholly out of the reach of its influence. I would 
by no means be misinterpreted, as if the general 
conduct of our Courts of Justice since the 
Revolution, and especially in later times, which in 
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most respects have been the best times, were not 
deserving of that credit it has usually gained; but 
possibly it may have been more guided and kept 
straight than sane are willing to ackncmledge, by 
the spirit of observation and censure which 
modifies and controls our whole Government." 

It seems to me inpossible to suppose that the framers of our 
Constitution would not have been aware, at least, of this 
opinion (and probably of the conditions upon which all Colonial 
judges then hold offi~), and accordingly must have been aware 
of the arnbi t of the pc:Mer of removal through the process of 
address to the Cr~. The opinion presented and described a 
model of great significance and practical utility, which, in 
one fonn or another, would have kept the superintendance of the 
judiciary in the hands of Parliament (subject to such 
limitations as might be inpose<i); it was obvious and available. 

The IDrds memorandum (whose authors included such eminent 
lawyers as IDrd Chelmsford and Dr Lushingto:rti) provided, in the 
clearest tenns, a salutary reminder that cxmnunities may be 
faced with judicial delinquency of many different kinds, and 
that it was irrI:>erative to have flexible but just procedures and 
principles for dealing with such conduct to which resort could 
finally be had. It is only necessary to cite one brief extract 
to shcm that their IDrdships were in no wise exercised in their 
minds about placing technical limits on the sort of judicial 
transgressions that should warrant removal or suspension: 

"It may be remarked, generally, that it is 
extremely difficult, and might be highly injurious 
to the public service, to lay dcmn an inflexible 
rule as to the mode of procedure to be adopted in 
all cases of this nature. When a Judge is charged 
with gross personal irrmorali ty or misconduct, with 
corruption, or even with irregularity in pecuniary 
transactions, on evidence sufficient to satisfy the 
Executive Government of the Colony of his guilt, it 
would be extrernel y improper that he should continue 
in the exercise of judicial functions during the 
whole time required for a reference to England, or 
a protracted investigation before the Privy 
Council. Im:nediate suspension is, in such cases, a 
necessity, if much greater evils are to be avoided." 
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It is not to be supposed that the framers of our Constitution, 
their legal advisors and draftsmen, and the legal and 
historical experts who assisted the United Kingdan Parliament, 
would have been unaware of this memorandum. It confinns, if 
confinnation is necessary, the wide range of constitutional 
models available to them; it evinces a detennination to meet 
the problem of erring colonial judges with whatever 
constitutional means were at hand, and not with procedures 
circumscribed by the fonns and the technicalities incident to 
ccmnon law rules of earlier centuries. There is no reason to 
suppose that the Convention and the Parliament at Westminster 
would have judged themselves lirni ted in the choices available 
to them when building a constitution for a new age. 

I should not conclude this ruling without making one further 
feature of s. 72 clear. The word 'misbehaviour' in that section 
has a definite legal content. I agree that the Houses of 
Parliament have the power and responsibility of deciding 
whether any conduct of a judge which is the subject of a motion 
to address amounts to misbehaviour. That does not however make 
them masters of the law:: it means rather that they must 
conscientiously accept the legal test of what is misbehaviour 
and decide, as a matter of fact and degree, whether behaviour 
proved against the judge meets the criteria embodied in the 
test. It is no part of this ruling that the Houses of 
Parliament may vary that test fran case to case. 

I am also of the opinion that if the Houses of Parliament 
pronounced to be misbehaviour that which, at least arguably, 
was not, the question whether there was factual material upon 
which the Houses could find misbehaviour proved would be 
justiciable in the High Court: it would there raise an issue 
akin to that which is regularly debated in a Court of Criminal 
Appeal, namely, whether there was evidence upon which the jury, 
subject to a proper direction in law, could fairly have arrived 
at the verdict fran which the appeal was brought. 

For all the foregoing reasons, I am of the opinion that Mr 
Gyles' s objection to the allegations against the Judge must 
totally fail. I would so hold. 
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